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NMIOTC Commandant’s foreword
The maritime environment is characterized by complexity and
diversity. By its very nature it offers abundant freedom to seafar�
ers, but it is also vulnerable to activities threatening the security
of nations and the free flow of world commerce. Terrorist move�
ments (or support to them), human trafficking, piracy, and the pro�
liferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction are just a few examples
of illicit activities that may be conducted from or through the
sea. The threat emanating from the sea has a global reach, and the
defence against it is a challenge for NATO member nations and part�
ners to encounter. The passage from Wales to Warsaw to Brussels
has been rough, stormy and full of security instabilities worldwide.
Global security challenges, including, but not limited to those
mentioned above, have led the Alliance to seek new capabilities.
Most importantly, the post Warsaw global security situation has set
requirements for evolution and adaptation. Therefore new training
requirements have been set. In the field of Maritime security Opera�
tions (MSO), NMIOTC responds to these requirements and leads the
effort throughout the Alliance and beyond, aiming to improve the
capabilities of allied and partner naval units in conducting interdic�
tion operations including interdiction at range to enable them to
cope with a wide range of maritime security challenges at further
out distances.
The Centre, as part of the Alliance’s transformational network,
trains naval units and specialized teams and provides Supreme
Allied Command Transformation (SACT) with proposals for new
doctrine, tactics, methods, experiments and equipment on a wide
operational range. Our
�������������������������������������������������
aim is to develop a diverse and highly effec�
tive Operational workforce via education and training, mentoring
and providing opportunities to operational teams and individuals
to gain experience and increase their capacity at full potential. By
embracing NATO standards and emphasizing innovation and experi�
mentation as well as simulation and modeling, NMIOTC contributes
directly to force integration and standardization along with the
improvement of interoperability across the Alliance. In parallel with
the inclusiveness of the partners at every opportunity, enables
them as security contributors. All these are achieved while forging
a law enforcement culture through correct training on interna�
tional maritime law.
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Recognizing its high standards of training and education,
on November 7th, 2013 Supreme Allied Command Transformation
awarded NMIOTC with a Quality Assurance Unconditional Accreditation Certificate.
Besides though the operational and military type of training,
NMIOTC constantly reaches out to Academia with which several
opportunities from the Academic Community and Universities have
been created and mutual support is achieved. Having said that, I
wish to reiterate that we stand ready to welcome allies and part�
ners onboard for our training programs and initiatives, in order to
contribute at maximum extend to the combined effort of develop�
ing solutions and addressing current and emerging global security
challenges. Working together with MSO experts and other Com�
munities of Interest (CoI), will enhance readiness and collectively
increase capability and capacity for all stakeholders in the maritime
domain.
“If you want to go fast, go alone, if you want to go far, go
together.”
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INTRODUCTION
NMIOTC Status
NMIOTC is a multi-nationally and jointly manned NATO Accred�
ited Education and Training Facility (NAETF), commanded by a Flag
Officer of the Hellenic Navy. NMIOTC is associated with Allied Com�
mand Transformation (ACT) in a similar way as the other NATO
Educational Facilities, such as NATO School Oberammergau (NSO),
NATO CIS School (NCISS) Latina, NATO Defense College (NDC) Rome,
Joint Warfare CENTRE (JWC) Stavanger, Joint Forces Training CENTRE
(JFTC) Bydgoszcz and Joint Analysis Lessons Learned CENTRE (JALLC)
Lisbon. It coordinates closely with ACT to get training directions
and guidance and has strong links with other NATO and partner
maritime entities.

NMIOTC Mission
NMIOTC conducts combined theoretical and practical training
necessary for NATO forces and Partners to better execute surface,
sub-surface, aerial surveillance and special operations activities in
support of Maritime Interdiction Operations (MIO). NMIOTC aims at
improving allied and partner vessels’ expertise in MIO, while promot�
ing skills, interoperability and cooperation among them, as well as
supporting ACT in developing MIO tactical doctrines, directives and
manuals. Moreover, NMIOTC supports ACT in research, experimenta�
tion, modeling and simulation while it contributes to ACT’s lessonslearned process. In the context of its mission, partner countries are
also encouraged to participate in NMIOTC activities and invited to
assign their personnel to NMIOTC in order to better facilitate con�
ducted training to both, allied and their countries’ units.

NMIOTC Program of Work (NPOW)
The annual NMIOTC Program of Work (NPOW) includes all sched�
uled activities. The NPOW can be downloaded from the web at
www.nmiotc.nato.int and from NMIOTC homepage in NATO Secret
WAN. All available training is also accessible at e-prime web-site.

NMIOTC Training Concept
a. The enclosed Courses refer to Command Teams and Board�
ing Teams separately, due to their specific roles and responsibilities
in a MIO.
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The Command Team is educated in detail in all organiza�
tional and procedural aspects of MIO through classroom indoctrina�
tion and tactical computer based simulations. The Boarding Team,
after having obtained the theoretical background and safety pre�
cautions, proceeds to the gradual practical training, adjustable to
their capabilities. Both teams, having completed the step-by-step
capability build-up and once their knowledge, understanding and
adherence to safety precautions is validated (as well as the perti�
nent knowledge of the education material), are challenged to per�
form tailored to the mission exercise as a whole, where their skills
and cooperation are evaluated.
b. The modular Course structure, allows the formulation of
training in a very flexible and adaptable way: teaching plans, upon
customer request, are often tailored to specific mission require�
ments, needs and time/operational constraints for each naval unit
or group of trainees.
c. Partner Nations’ forces receive the same training as NATO
forces, according to guidelines and doctrine contained in Directive
75-7, ATP 71, NMIOTC Lessons Learnt and best practices collection,
always properly sanitized from a security point of view.
d. Although designed for Teams and Units, NMIOTC Courses,
properly formulated, are also delivered to individuals, during sched�
uled training periods as resident courses.
e. In order to provide ad-hoc MIO training to nations/organi�
zations/units, unavailable to bring their personnel at NMIOTC, Mobile
Training Teams are ready to be transferred at the “user’s” facilities.
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NMIOTC Location & Access
NMIOTC is located in Souda Bay, on the Greek island of Crete.
It can be easily accessed by the port of Souda (Chania) and Chania
airport (CHQ) 14 Km away. Berthing is available at the Souda Naval
Base area for visiting naval units, while adequate and safe anchor�
ing space is also available in the Bay. Military aircraft can land and
refuel at the adjacent Hellenic Air Force Base (115 CW).

14
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STRUCTURE
NMIOTC Organisation
NMIOTC is commanded by a Hellenic Navy 1-Star Flag Officer
and comprises his Command Group and 3 Directorates. The Staff is
multinational with 40% of the 128 posts open to allied personnel.
NMIOTC STAFF COMMAND STRUCTURE

NATO MARITIME INTERDICTION OPERATIONAL TRAINING CENTRE
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NMIOTC Infrastructure
NMIOTC installations include the Main Building, offering class�
rooms equipped with interactive boards, conference-sized audi�
torium, conference hall, a MIO Tactical Simulator and Video Tele
Conference room. Parking slots, boat handling and storage facilities
are also available.
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NMIOTC Assets
Containers Stack
A three containers stack is being
used for the container Inspection
module (3010). The stack is situated
next to the main building at the train�
ing ground area. It is being used during
the practical training, by the trainees,
to exercise climbing – opening tech�
niques.
Training Tower
A 16 meter fast rope and rappel tower is
being used for the Helicopter Insertion/Extrac�
tion module (3070). It is situated next to the
main building at the training ground area. It is
being used during the practical training, by the
trainees, to exercise fast rope descents from
6 and 12 meters, in order to get familiarized
prior to the execution from a helicopter.
Rigid Hull Inflatable Boats (RHIBs)
Two 9.5 meter RHIBs
with specification to carry
a Boarding Team of 12 per�
sons and the equipment
of boarding operations are
used for the practical train�
ing. These RHIBs are used
during the RHIB insertion
Small Boat handling and Small
Skiff Investigation modules
(3060, 3070, 7100). Additionally, a 6 meter RHIB is being used to
cover safety requirements during the practical training drills.
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Training Platforms
The training platform “ARIS”, 130
meters long decommissioned train�
ing ship (ex-HS ARIS) with multiple
decks and the accommodation phi�
losophy of merchant ships are being
used for multiple practical training
modules such as Small arms training
(3020), Tactical sweep (3030), Crew
control (3040), RHIB insertion (3060),
Helo insertion (3070), Divers inser�
tion (3090), Boarding under multiple
threats (3080) and for Simulated MIO
scenarios. It is situated alongside a
pier, near the NMIOTC main building.
The training ship is equipped with
the Enhanced Training System (ETS)
to monitor and record training and
also to create a more challenging
and realistic environment. ETS com�
prises 35 cameras and visual, audio
effects, like environmental noise
from the ship engines, collective
announcements in foreign languag�
es, sound blasts, light flashes, smoke
and booby traps.
All the effects are controlled
from a control room where the
instructors can supervise training
and synchronize the effects with
the trainee’s actions. The recorded
video is available to trainees and
used for debriefing.
ETS increases trainee’s sense of immersion in the training envi�
ronment and helps to reproduce conditions close to reality in order
to provide high quality of training.
In 2015 the Centre has acquired a decommissioned mine
sweeper (ex-HS ALKYON), which is exploited as a 2nd training plat�
form, capable to accommodate a 12 members team for practical
drills on small vessels.
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Confiscated pirate boats
An original pirate whaler and
two skiffs coming from the Horn
of Africa are used during counter
piracy training for an increased
level of realism. Role-players (pro�
vided by NMIOTC or ship’s crew
members) act like seafarers,
while Sea Trainers act as pirates/
aggressors during force-on-force
advanced scenarios.
Helo
The trainees can use their own assets, if
planned in advance, or the Hellenic Navy’s SH70
helicopters can be used for the helicopter
insertion/extraction module (3070). The Fast
Rope training is being conducted either at the
training platform “ARIS” flight deck or at the
airfield of the 115 CW which is located within
15 minutes drive from NMIOTC. The trainees,
during the practical training, can perform on
request day and night fast rope descents from
the helicopter.
MIO Tactical Simulator
A simulator is available to train
Command Teams and Staff Officers
in MIO. The simulator can train up to
2 teams of 6 trainees each, depend�
ing on their background and training
level (basic/advanced). Each pair of
cubicles simulates the Combat Infor�
mation Center (CIC) and the bridge of
a naval unit. When the game is played
with Maritime Operation Center (MOC)
each cubicle simulates one MOC. During the simulation the trainees
can play the role of MIO Command Teams by controlling their ship
(own-ship) and conducting all the necessary acts in the context of
a computer assisted (including Counter Piracy Maritime Operation
scenarios), in order to fulfil their mission.

NATO MARITIME INTERDICTION OPERATIONAL TRAINING CENTRE

The trainees are given the
tactical picture of the scenario
area and the capability to com�
municate via text messages and
simulated VHF radio with other
warships or merchant vessels.
The simulation exercise help
trainees to practice MIO princi�
ples and procedures that have
been taught at theoretical level
in classroom and also, to practice
decision making, tactical picture
evaluation, prioritization, Rules
of Engagement (ROE) activation,
voice communication procedures
and MIO message reports, etc.
In MIO simulator the instruc�
tors are able to create a scenario
off-line, execute it and change
the tactical picture at runtime.
Additionally, they can play various
roles, during a scenario respond�
ing to VHF radio calls as merchant
vessel’s master, Boarding Officer,
helicopter pilot or play the role
of higher authority (Commander
Task Force - CTF) to approve ROE
requests and other actions to
trainees.
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Advanced Distributed Learning (e – Learning) NMIOTC Tools
NATO ETOC codes:
OPS-MA-2098
OPS-MA-2099
OPS-MA-2100
OPS-MA-2101
OPS-MA-2102
OPS-MA-2103.
Advanced Distributed Learning
(ADL) is a mix of interactivity, resources
and structured learning activities pro�
vided via internet 24/7. In other words
it is an anytime, anyplace supply of
training, using interactive content. Ben�
efits of e-Learning include increased
flexibility, low cost, increased reach of
audience, and finally maximized value of
learning and portability.
ADL courses are an additional tool that NMIOTC provides, espe�
cially designed as pre-learning for trainees with none or limited
previous experience in MIO.
NMIOTC is offering the following ADL (e-learning) courses,
which are periodically updated, while new products may be added.
Currently, the following courses are available:
ADL097 Introduction to MIO
This course provides a general overview of MIO. It gives an
introduction to MIO, helps you understand their Concept and out�
lines MIO definitions and ship’s internal organization related to MIO.
Furthermore, it discusses legal issues and the operational planning
process related to MIO.
ADL098 MIO Phases
This course provides the Command Team (CT) personnel with
the required knowledge to better understand the different MIO
Phases
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ADL099 MIO Execution V2
In this course personnel comprehend the type and the con�
tent of messages involved in MIO.
The development of an operation, especially a complex operation,
relies on communication, with messages being the backbone of
every communication aspect.
How to enroll in NATO ADL (e – Learning)
NMIOTC ADL (e – learning) is hosted in Allied Command Trans�
formation JADL portal: https://jadl.act.nato.int
In order to get access to the ACT’s ADL area (JADL-Joint
Advanced Distributed Learning) trainees need to request a user�
name and password from the JADL administrators using an official
e-mail address.

ADL COURSES
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TRAINING COURSES
COURSE SERIES 1000: Command Team MIO Issues
NATO ETOC codes:
COP-CD-22104
The aim of this course is to assist Command Team personnel
in proficient conduct of MIO through the use of common standards.
The structure of the course is shown in the table:
1010

Maritime Interdiction Operations (MIO) Planning

1020

MIO Related Messages

1030

Intelligence Support to MIO

1040

Legal Issues & Rules of Engagement

1050

MIO Phases

1060

Units Organization

1070

Air Assets Support to MIO

1080

Negotiation Techniques in MIO

1090

MIO Simulator Training/Simulator Exercise (SIMEX) [ties
together Course 1000 modules]

1100

Evidence Collection and NATO Biometrics in MIO
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General information pertinent to all “1000 series” modules
Class Size: Max: 24 and Min: 8 trainees
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Trainees must have the following
standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in STANAG
6001):
1/ Listening (Good/3)
2/ Speaking (Fair/2)
3/ Reading (Good/3)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 3232)
b. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in word processing and
Power Point Presentation.
Note: The trainee group can use its own interpreter in case the lan�
guage standards are not met. In such a case the allocated time per
module will be increased accordingly.
NMIOTC provides: classroom equipped with multimedia capabili�
ties including interactive boards, lectures, internet access, NMIOTC
intranet library, handouts and mission specific scenarios for MIO
Tactical Simulator.
Course Duration: The course will occur over 5 working days (1
week).
Accreditation: The Course is accredited as “NATO APPROVED” and
is open to members of countries that comprise NATO, Partnership
for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean Dialogue (MD), Istanbul Cooperation
Initiative (ICI) and Partners across the Globe (PatG).
Other: Module 1030 is classified as “NATO Secret”, therefore an
unclassified version of this module is available for Non-NATO nations.
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“1000 series” Module description
MODULE 1010 – MIO Planning
Description: The main objective of
the Module is the comprehension from
the Command Team personnel of the
MIO Concept and the improvement of
its skills to the necessary level in order
to plan and execute an effectively MIO.
The module provides an introduc�
tion to MIO describing definitions of key
terms related to this kind of operations
and the basic concept upon which there
are based on. Topics include MIO authori�
sation provisions and implementations,
command and control relationships and
responsibilities as well as communica�
tion issues. The module also identifies
key elements of Operation Planning
Process (OPP) used in MIO, which means
that attributes, principles and different stages of OPP are being dis�
cussed extensively. Safety issues related to different phases of MIO
are thoroughly illustrated. Additional analysis of Lessons Learned
from previous MIO is provided. Examples based on previous and
ongoing Operations (e.g. Operation Active Endeavour, UNIFIL, Sharp
Guard), are being used.
Objectives: Upon completion, the Command Team will improve
its knowledge and understanding for:
1.
(OPP).

Describe the step of the NATO Operation Planning Progress

2.

Restate the key forms and definitions used in MIO.

3.

Outline the command structure of a MIO.

4. Exploit the Lessons Identified/Lessons Learned from previ�
ous MIO.
The duration of the module is 4 training hours.
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MODULE 1020 – MIO Related Messages
Description: The main objec�
tive of the module is to improve the
skills of Command Team personnel
by familiarizing them with MIO-relat�
ed messages. Examples are based on
previous and ongoing NATO and UN
Operations (e.g. Operation Active
Endeavour, Operation Ocean Shield
and UNIFIL).
The module presents general
information about NATO messages,
details of message structure of the
OPTASK MIO/OPTASK MIO SUPP, and
briefly, other MIO-related messages.
Lastly, this module provides an analy�
sis of necessary data to be included
in an OPTASK MIO and information
that is usually provided within its
paragraphs.
Objectives: Upon completion the Command Team will be effi�
cient in:
1.

Explaining the NATO messaging System.

2. Analyzing the data contained in an OPGEN and OPTASK MIO/
MIO SUPP.
3.

Drafting MIO Related Messages.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 1030 – INTEL Support to MIO
Description: The main objec�
tive of the module is to provide the
Command Team personnel with the
required knowledge to comprehend
the intelligence background, recours�
es and requirements related to the
planning and execution of MIO.
During this module, theoreti�
cal issues related to intelligence and
its application in actual operations
is discussed. The most relevant MIO intelligence tools, military and
civilian, are presented. This aim is to provide the trainees a robust
overview of intelligence gathering techniques, with respect to MIO,
and the ability to process that information. Topics include opensource databases, websites, and the CEBOSS system. Additionally,
the importance and contribution of Naval Cooperation and Guid�
ance for Shipping (NCAGS) and the NATO Shipping Centre (NSC) to
MIOs, is discussed.
Objectives: Upon completion, the Command Team will have a
good understanding in:

MIO.

1.

Describing the background of MIO-related intelligence.

2.

Outlining the intelligence structure used within NATO for

3. Listing the available tools for intelligence collection in sup�
port of MIO.
4.

Defining the specific intelligence requirements for MIO.

The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 1040 – Legal Issues – Rules of Engagement
Description: The main
objective of the Module is
to improve Command Team
members’ knowledge with
respect to the legal frame�
work of MIO. It also includes
other legal-related aspects
that affect MIO. Trainees
will begin to comprehend,
by application, the impact
of ROE in the planning and
execution of MIO.
The module provides an introduction to the legal framework
related to MIO, describes and explains the relationship between
Rules of Engagement (ROE) and International Law, the impact of
National Laws in ROE implementation, and touches upon specific
ROE topics such as��������������������������������������������������
the right of self-defense. The
����������������������
module also illus�
trates NATO ROE applicable to MIO and NATO procedures related to
ROE request, authorization, and implementation. A review of�������
previ�
ous MIOs, taking ROE as the main consideration, is provided.
Objectives: Upon completion of the module, Command Team
personnel will be able to better:
1. Describe the Legal framework related to MIO in accordance
with national and international legislation.
2.

Apply the NATO ROE process in MIO.

The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 1050 – MIO Phases
Description: The main objec�
tive of the module is to provide
Command Team personnel with the
required knowledge to thoroughly
understand and manage the differ�
ent MIO phases.
This module provides an over�
view of the execution of MIO and
introduces the various MIO phases.
Furthermore, it outlines the intel�
ligence support needed prior to
starting any MIO. Topics include area
surveillance and contact assessment
during MIO, Suspect Vessel Interro�
gation, Approach and Stopping pro�
cedures (SVIAS), ������������������
shipboard require�
ments and preparations needed prior
to starting the SVIAS, boarding and
diversion procedures. Moreover,
basic procedures for incorporating
and working with Special Operation
Force’s (SOF) are discussed.
Objectives: Upon completion the Command Team will have
improved its knowledge and efficiency in:
1. Applying surveillance and assessment information into
procedures for MIO.
2. Implementing proper techniques and procedures during
the interrogation, approach, and stopping of a suspect vessel.
3. Necessary procedures and precautions in case of boarding
diversion, or SOF operations.
The duration of the module is 4 training hours.
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MODULE 1060 – Units’ Organisation
Description: The main objective of
the module is to improve the Command
Team members’ knowledge of their own,
boarding team, and ship control team struc�
ture in order to conduct safe and success�
ful MIOs.
This module describes and explains
the shipboard organization related to MIO.
The composition and responsibilities of
Command, Boarding and Ship Control Teams
are discussed. Support requirements for
the Boarding Team and the safe usage of
equipment related to MIO are examined as
well. Topics also include command briefs,
operational briefs, as well as defensive
considerations.
Objectives: Upon completion, the Command Team will be effi�
cient in:
1.

Composing a logically-structured Command Team (CT).

2.

Organizing a Boarding Team (BT).

3. Explaining the composition and functions of a ship control
team (SCT).
4. Listing the recommended equipment for a BT and a SCT to
properly conduct their duties.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 1070 – Air Assets Support to MIO
Description: The main
objective of the module is to
improve the Command Team’s
knowledge about air assets
capabilities and their effective
use during MIO.
This module provides the
main capabilities and usage
methods of specific Air Assets
(MPA, Helicopter, UAV) in sup�
port of MIO. It also explores and
provides exploitation methods
of these assets so that a MIO
may be efficient and effective.
Cooperation procedures with
these assets and their opera�
tional employment are thor�
oughly covered.
Objectives: Upon comple�
tion, the Command Team will
have improved its knowledge and ability to:
1. Describe capabilities and limitations of different types of
air assets.
2.

List common uses of air assets in support of MIO.

3.

Comprehend UAV capabilities, limitations, and use in MIO.

The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 1080 – Negotiation Techniques in MIO
Description: The main
objective of the module is to
improve the Command Team’s
understanding of psychologi�
cal issues related to various
factors involved in MIO and
improve its skills for conduct�
ing negotiations.
This module provides theoretical knowledge necessary to
manage potential hazardous situations during MIOs. Topics include
negotiation strategy and styles, as well as practical considerations
of negotiation techniques.
Objectives: Upon completion, the Command Team will:
1. Have better knowledge and ability to comprehend the
Boarding Team psychology during a MIO.
2. Have better knowledge and ability to comprehend the Sus�
pect Vessel crew psychology during vessel inspection.
3.

Apply basic negotiation principles in MIO.

The duration of the module is 3 training hours.
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MODULE 1090 – MIO Simulator Training/SIMEX
Description: The
purpose of these simu�
lations is for the Com�
mand Team to have an
opportunity to consoli�
date and apply all the
concepts discussed in
the Course 1000 mod�
ules in an effective
manner.
Objectives: The
Command Team members will practice the following through simu�
lation:
1. MIO procedures (detection, surveillance, interrogation,
approach,
stopping, boarding, and diversion).
2.

Implementation of ROE.

3. MIO communication procedures (hail, query, warnings, code
words, live chat communication, etc).
4.

Reviewing and responding to MIO messages.

5. Decision-making based on intelligence injects and coopera�
tion with other units.
6. A Command Team may use the “Maritime Operational Cen�
tre” to train on topics like Search and Rescue (SAR), protection from
pollution at sea, and illegal immigration.
Other: MIO Simulator training/SIMEX may be provided either
after the completion of Course 1000 series modules or as a stand�
alone module by trainees, according to the skills of the unit.
The duration of the simulation exercise is 7 hours (including
time to familiarize with the simulator).
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MODULE 1100 – Evidence Collection and NATO Biometrics in MIO
Description: The module’s main objectives are:
1. To provide the Command Team with knowledge on current
policy, procedures, and trends in the field of NATO biometrics.
2. To introduce basic
knowledge and the under�
standing of the necessity of
proper evidence collection/
handling as well as preserva�
tion of a crime scene.
Objectives: Upon com�
pletion of the course, the
trainees will be able to:
1.

Explain biometrics.

2. Describe the bio�
metrics collection process
and principles.
3.

Explain Biometrics Enabled Intelligence.

4.

Describe Biometrics Enabled Watch List (BEWL).

5. List biometrics collection methods and quality require�
ments.
6. Comprehend the importance of evidence collection during
MIOs and apply the basic principles.
7.

Understand the requirement to preserve the crime scene.

The duration of the module is 2 training hours of classroom lectures.
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COURSE SERIES “2000”: Boarding Team Theoretical Issues
NATO ETOC codes:
MOP-MO-51203
The aim of this course is to train
Boarding Team personnel in safely and
efficiently apply NATO doctrines and
procedures in MIO. The structure of
the course is shown in the table:

2010

Boarding Party Procedures and Equipment

2020

Inspection and Detection Techniques

2030

Intelligence Gathering on MIO Targets

2040

Tactical MIO Planning

2050

Boarding Team Psychology

2060

Suspect Vessel Crew Psychology

2070

NATO Biometrics in MIO

2080

Biometrics Collection with SEEK II
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General information pertinent to all “2000 series” modules
Class Size: Max: 24 and Min: 8 trainees
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Trainees should have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/Listening (Good/3)
2/Speaking (Fair/2)
3/Reading (Good/3)
4/Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 3232)
b. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in word processing and
Power Point Presentation.
Note: The trainee group can use its own interpreter in case the lan�
guage standards are not met. In such a case the allocated time per
module will be increased accordingly.
NMIOTC provides: classroom equipped with multimedia capabili�
ties including interactive boards, lectures, internet access, NMIOTC
intranet Lessons Learnt, Best practices library and mission specific
handouts.
Course Duration: The course will occur over 3 working days.
Accreditation: The Course is accredited as “NATO APPROVED” and is
open to NATO, Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean Dialogue
(MD), Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) and Partners across the
Globe (PatG) countries.
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“2000 series” Module description
MODULE 2010 – Actions Other than Tactical Sweep on Board
Suspect Vessel
Description: The main objec�
tive of the module is to provide an
overview of a boarding operation
on a Suspect Vessel from embar�
kation through to hand over to a
Ship Control Team. The trainees have
the opportunity to go through and
analyze actions necessary during
boarding operations, the coordina�
tion needed between the elements
of the Boarding Party, the insertion
assets and the mother ship. Addition�
ally they go through the general and
the specialized equipment required
to accomplish a boarding operation.
Boarding Officer (BO) and BT members
analyse the task list in accordance
with ATP-71.
Objectives: Upon completion the Boarding Party will be bet�
ter able to:
1.

Organize a Boarding Team.

2.

Organize a Ship Control Team.

3.

Identify all necessary BT equipment for a boarding.

4.

Understand basic BT communications for boarding.

5.

Describe the Boarding Officer’s action Task List.

The duration of the module is 3 training hours.
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MODULE 2020 – Inspection/Detection Techniques
Description: The module’s main
objective is to improve the Boarding
Team’s skills that will be necessary
to perform inspection and detection
during a boarding operation.
The trainees have the opportu�
nity to go through all the documen�
tation/certifications that have to be
inspected on every merchant vessel
in accordance with IMO regulations.
They are able to understand the dif�
ficulties and the dangers that they
may encounter during cargo inspec�
tion on different types of merchant
vessels. Additionally they understand
the necessary information that has
to be gathered in order to complete the evidence collection pack�
age generally and in the case of seized vessels in accordance with
ATP-71.
Objectives: Upon completion the Boarding Party will be bet�
ter able to:
1. List the merchant vessel documents to be checked during
a boarding mission.
2. Describe the essential info to be gathered from a suspect
vessel crew.
3.

Apply current cargo inspection procedures.

4. Describe indicators for illegal activities on board a suspect
vessel.
The duration of the module is 3 training hours.
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MODULE 2030 – INTEL Gathering on MIO Targets
Description: The module’s main
objective is to improve the Boarding
Party’s tactical awareness by under�
standing the intelligence demands
required to support tactical planning
of boarding operations.
The Boarding Team’s members
receive an understanding of what
information, regarding the environ�
ment, the Suspect Vessel’s crew and
the Suspect vessel itself is required,
in order to assist in devising a thorough operations plan. Further�
more the Boarding Party members become familiar with the intel�
ligence collection assets and capabilities that most ships possess or
have access to. Additionally they are exposed to a specific meth�
odology of utilizing the chain of command in order to have access
to all the information required for planning.
Objectives: Upon completion the Boarding Party will be bet�
ter able to:
1.
gets.

List the available sources for intelligence info on MIO tar�

2. Describe the critical Intelligence info requirements for MIO
planning.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 2040 – Tactical MIO Planning
Description: The module’s main
objective is to improve the Board�
ing Team’s skills necessary to plan,
coordinate and execute MIO from the
initial Warning Order through to the
final debriefing.
In this module, the trainees fully
understand the importance of for�
ward planning, time management and
previous boarding operations experi�
ence. A certain extremely thorough,
planning procedure is presented to
the boarding team. This module is
structured in such a way so as to guide
the trainees step by step through the
planning procedure while focusing
on other issues such as Boarding and
Command Team interaction during
the planning process.
Objectives: Upon completion the Boarding Party will be bet�
ter able to:
1.
2.
ning.
3.

Describe the MIO mission planning process.
Apply risk management procedures during mission plan�
Prepare a plan for a boarding mission.

The duration of the module is 3 training hours.
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MODULE 2050 – Boarding Team Psychology
Description: The mod�
ule’s main objective is to
improve the Boarding Team’s
tactical awareness with
respect to Boarding Team
psychology.
In this module, the train�
ees get familiar with combat
stress factors and the way
to recognise physical and
mental symptoms of combat
stress. The Boarding Team
members receive an understanding of how to manage individual
and team stress. Additionally, they learn how to implement stress
managing techniques during training or actual operations.
Objectives: Upon completion the Boarding Party will be bet�
ter able to:
1.

Explain the combat stress factors.

2. Recognize physical and mental symptoms of combat
stress.
3.

Implement stress managing techniques.

The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 2060 – Suspect Vessel’s (SV’s) Crew Psychology
Description: The main
objective of the module is to
improve the Boarding Team’s
tactical awareness in respect
to Suspect Vessel’s crew psy�
chology.
In this module, the train�
ees go through analysis of all
the factors that affect the Sus�
pect Vessel’s crew psychology
during the phases of a board�
ing operation. They also under�
stand the power projection
escalation/techniques that can
be used on ‘ship to ship’ level
and on boarding team to crew
level. Finally they understand
the categorization of the crew
in accordance with their behav�
iour and also the behavioural
management in each case.
Objectives: Upon completion the Boarding Team will be bet�
ter able to:
1.

Analyze suspect vessel’s crew behaviour.

2. Describe power protection techniques to be used when
interacting with a suspect vessel’s crew.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 2070 – NATO Biometrics in MIO
Description: The module’s
main objectives are:
1. To provide the CT with
the relevant knowledge on the
current policy, procedures and
trends in the field of NATO bio�
metrics.
2. It comprehends to intro�
duce basic knowledge and the
necessity of proper evidence col�
lection handling and preservation
of crime scene.
Objectives: Upon completion of the course, the trainees will
be able to:
1.

Explain biometrics.

2.

Describe biometrics collection process and principles.

3.

Explain Biometrics Enabled Intelligence.

4.

Describe Biometrics Enabled Watch List.

5. List biometrics collection methods and quality require�
ments.
6. Comprehend the importance of evidence collection during
MIOs and apply the basic principles.
7.

Understand the requirement to preserve the crime scene.

The duration of the module is 2 training hours of classroom lectures.
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MODULE 2080 – Biometrics Collection with SEEK II Device
Description: The module’s main
objective is to provide biometrics
collection operators with the skills
necessary to properly collect bio�
metric data in different modes and
environments using Secure Electronic
Enrollment Kit (SEEK).
Objectives: Upon completion of
the course, the trainees will be able to:
1. Describe the SEEK II device.
2. Apply correct procedures
for collection of flat and rolled fin�
gerprints.
3. Scan irises using SEEK II.
4. Properly collect photos of a
subject in different biometrics collec�
tion modes.
5.

Ensure quality of collected biometric data.

6. Execute search of a subject against Watch List using fin�
gerprints or iris.
The duration of the module is 4 training hours (3h of classroom
practical training and 1h of outdoor practical).
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COURSE SERIES “3000”: Boarding Team Practical Issues
NATO ETOC codes:
MOP-MO-41205
The aim of this course is to train
Boarding Team personnel how to con�
duct Boarding Ops in the frame work of
MIO through the common NATO Tactics,
Techniques and Procedures (TTPs).
The structure of the course is shown in
the table:

3010 Container Inspection
3020 Small Arms Training
3030 Tactical Sweep
3040 Crew Control/Suspect Crew Handling
3050 Small Boat Handling
3060

RHIB Insertion (And Subsequent Tactical Movement after
Insertion)

3070 Fast Rope and/or Heliborne Insertion
3080 Boarding Under Multiple Threats
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General information pertinent to all “3000 series” modules
Class Size: Max: 30 and Min: 6, with the exception of “Module
3050” (Max: 4 trainees). Duration of each module refers to a class
of 16 trainees.
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Trainees must have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Good/3)
2/ Speaking (Fair/2)
3/ Reading (Good/3)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 3232)
Note: Due to the practical nature of the training, the use of an
interpreter is recommended in case the language standards are not
met. In such a case the allocated time per module will be increased
accordingly.
b.         
Trainees     
must   
be           
nationally       
Rappel          
qualified     
(for     
Mod�
ule 3010), qualified as Small Arms Weapon users (for Module 3020,
3030), qualified as coxswains (for Module 3050), qualified as “swim�
mers” (for Module 3060) and qualified as Fast Ropers (for Module
3070).
NMIOTC provides: Classroom equipped with multimedia capa�
bilities including interactive boards, lectures, PPT, Internet access,
NMIOTC intranet, handouts, Student guide (where applicable), train�
ing ship, rope access equipment, training weapons, personal gear,
three-stack containers, stationary and remote control targets,
RHIB, hook and pole, caving ladder, FRIES, rotary wing aircraft.
Course Duration: The course will occur over 7 working days.
Accreditation: The Course is accredited as “NATO APPROVED”
and is open to NATO, Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean Dia�
logue (MD), Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) and Partners across
the Globe (PatG) countries.
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“3000 series” Module description
MODULE 3010 – Container inspection
Description: The main
objective of the module is to
improve the Boarding Team’s
skills necessary to safely and
effectively inspect a stack of
containers.
In this module, the train�
ees during the practical training
exercise climbing techniques and
opening methods on a stack of
three containers using NMIOTC’s
equipment. Additionally the
trainees go thoroughly through
the dangers that they may encounter during container inspection
operations and all the safety measures that need to be followed in
order to execute this kind of operation.
Objectives: Upon completion the Boarding Team will be bet�
ter able to:
1.

Identify the required climbing equipment.

2.

Utilize climbing equipment.

3.

Enter into the container.

The duration of the module is 5 training hours (1h classroom and 4h
practical).
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MODULE 3020 – Small Arms Training
Description: The main
objective of the module
is to improve the Board�
ing Party’s skills necessary
to use firearms in confined
spaces.
During the practical
training in this module, the
trainees initially get famil�
iar with basic techniques on
how to use both weapon
systems (submachine gun and pistol). Then they execute drills on
how to overcome weapons malfunctions, changing magazines,
transition techniques, moving and shooting techniques and immedi�
ate threat techniques. All drills are being conducted using MP9 sim
submachine gun and Glock 17 sim pistol, with marking ammunition.
Objectives: Upon completion the Boarding Team will be bet�
ter able to:
1.

Apply aiming techniques.

The duration of the module is 5 training hours (practical training).
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MODULE 3030 – Tactical Sweep
Description: The
main
objective of the module is the
improvement of the Boarding
Team’s skills necessary to per�
form tactical movement/sweep
onboard a suspect vessel (SV).
During the practical training,
the trainees learn step by step
the room clearing fundamentals.
They also learn and execute tech�
niques on how to clear corners,
ladders and stairwells. Additional�
ly they learn and execute tactical
movement in passageways, small
compartments and also on open
decks. Finally, they are practis�
ing on basic room clearing, using
marking ammunition weapons
systems and rounds.
All the practical training is conducted onboard the training
ship. This practical training gives a great opportunity to all Boarding
Party members to train in a realistic environment.
Objectives: Upon completion the Boarding Party will be bet�
ter able to:
1.

Apply tactical movement procedures in passage ways.

2.

Clear passage ways.

3.

Clear stairwells/ladders.

4.

Apply compartment entry procedures.

The duration of the module is 6 training hours (1h classroom and 5h
practical) and it depends on the training level of the Boarding Party.
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MODULE 3040 – Crew Control/Suspect Crew Handling
Description:
The
module’s main objective is
to improve the Boarding
Team’s skills necessary to
safely approach and secure
the crew of a suspect ves�
sel (SV).
During this mod�
ule, the trainees learn and
put into practice a full set
of skills for dealing with
compliant or non compli�
ant crew members and also
arresting and searching techniques aboard merchant vessel and
small boats. The module also addresses proposed actions that a
boarding team member may execute in case he/she is confronted
by an armed crew member.
Objectives: Upon completion the Boarding Team will be bet�
ter able to:
1.

Perform individual’s verbal control.

2.

Apply individual’s physical control.

The duration of the module is 4 training hours (1h classroom and 3h
practical).
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MODULE 3050 – Small Boat Handling
Description: The main
objective of the module is to
improve the coxswains’ skills
necessary to handle small boats
in support of MIO.
During the practical train�
ing the trainees go through all
the main RHIB pre-sail checks
that must be completed
before every sail. They also
learn and execute basic tech�
niques on how to manoeuvre
and approach a suspect vessel both dead slow and underway. Addi�
tionally, they learn and execute immediate action drills in case of
receiving fire, during approach and at the stand by position.
Objectives: Upon completion the coxswains will be better
able to:
1.

Apply pre-sail checks and maintenance.

2.

Apply crew and passenger safety and regulations.

3.

Manoeuvre the RHIB for a MIO operation.

4.

Execute emergency procedures and manoeuvres.

The duration of the module is ��������������������������������������
1h in classroom. The duration of prac�
tical training depends on the number of trainees and their skill level.
Average time is 2 hours per trainee.
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MODULE 3060 – RHIB Insertion (And Subsequent Tactical
Movement after Insertion)
Description: The module’s
main objective is the improvement
of the Boarding Team’s skills in
RHIB insertion.
During this module, the train�
ees get familiar with all the equip�
ment required in order to execute
a safe and successful vessel embar�
kation using a pilot’s or caving lad�
der. As the module progresses the
trainees execute numerous vessel
embarkations from a RHIB using
the aforementioned equipment.
The RHIB insertion module is con�
ducted by using the Centre’s two
9.5 m RHIBs and the training ship,
as a target vessel.
Objectives: Upon completion
the Boarding Team will be better
able to:
1. Utilize telescoping rode
and caving ladder.
2. Secure embarkation point
onboard intercepted vessel.
The duration of the module is 4 training hours (1h classroom and 3h
practical).
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MODULE 3070 – Heliborne Insertion
Description: The main
objective of the module is
the improvement of the
Boarding Team’s skills nec�
essary to perform Fast Rope
Insertion.
During the practical
training the trainees exe�
cute fast rope descents
from the training tower.
The descending height is
progressively
increased
from 6m to 12m, both day and night. During the final stage of the
training, they conduct both day and night fast rope descents with
full gear from a helicopter.
Objectives: Upon completion the Boarding Team will be better able
to:
1.

Utilize Fast rope equipment.

2.

Improve Fast rope skills.

The duration of the module is 4 training hours (1h classroom and 3h
practical).
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MODULE 3080 – Boarding Under Multiple Threats (Booby
traps, CBRN material etc.)
Description: The module’s
main objective is to improve the
Boarding Team’s skills necessary
to conduct boarding operations
under multiple threats (booby
traps, CBRN material existence
etc.).
During this module, the
trainees gain a theoretical under�
standing of the threats (military
or improvised explosive devices,
CBRN materials, hazardous cargo)
they may come across. Addition�
ally they get familiar with the
effects of certain CBRN materials
on humans and the actions that
need to be taken upon finding and
recognizing them. The practical
portion of the module addresses
searching methods that a Board�
ing Team may utilise in order to
conduct a safe search of a vessel
while under the aforementioned
threats.
Objectives: Upon completion the Boarding Team will be bet�
ter able to:
1. Identify booby traps constructed by standard military
devices.
2

Identify on IED, CBRN materials etc.

The duration of the module is 9 training hours (3h classroom and 6h
practical).
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COURSE SERIES “4000”: Naval Unit Final Training Tactical
Exercise (FTX)
NATO ETOC codes:
MOP-MO-41207
The main objective of the course
is to evaluate ship’s performance, as
a whole, in safely and successfully
applying NATO doctrines and proce�
dures in MIO operations, through the
execution of a tailored, mission spe�
cific, exercise������������������������
. ����������������������
To achieve this objec�
tive, the following training modules
have been developed for this course:

4010

Evaluation of Command Team’s ability to plan and execute
MIO in accordance with NATO doctrines and procedures.

4020

Evaluation of Boarding Team’s ability to plan and conduct
VBSS in accordance with NATO doctrines and procedures.

Evaluation of ship’s internal organization, internal and
4030 external information flow, equipment condition and modes
of utilization related to MIO.
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General information pertinent to all “4000 series” modules
Unit: A naval unit with capabilities in MIO.
Prerequisites:
Language proficiency: Ships key personnel must have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Good/3)
2/ Speaking (Fair/2)
3/ Reading (Good/3)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 3232)
NMIOTC provides: Exercise’s documents (EXSPEC, EXPLAN,
Exercise Scenario, Intel and exercise messages), training ship for the
module 4020. The CENTRE may also provide, upon request, a naval
unit to act as target vessel during the exercise.
MIO Simulator: The exercise scenario can additionally be
executed in the simulator in order to evaluate the ships Command
Team or be executed as mission rehearsal.
Accreditation: The Course is accredited as “NATO APPROVED”
and is open to NATO, Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean Dia�
logue (MD), Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) and Partners across
the Globe (PatG) countries.
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“4000 series” Module description
MODULE 4010 – Evaluation of Command Team’s Ability to
Plan and Execute MIO
Description: The main
objective of the module is to
evaluate Command Team’s abil�
ity to effectively and efficiently
plan and contact MIO in accord�
ance with NATO doctrines and
procedures, through the execu�
tion of MIO related scenarios.
After the successful com�
pletion of courses 1000, 2000
and 3000, the unit as a whole is challenged by an exercise. This is
the Final Tactical Exercise (FTX), which is based on a tailored, mission
specific MIO scenario and is being controlled by EXCONCELL compris�
ing of NMIOTC staff. Exercise’s documents (EXSPEC, EXPLAN, Exercise
Scenario, Intel and exercise messages) are delivered to the partici�
pating ship well in advance. Command Team prepares the OPTASK
MIO related to the scenario and the ship must be properly organized
and ready to conduct MIO. During the exercise, the Command Team
practices:
1. Legal issues related to MIO, impact of ROE to MIO and ROE
Request/Authorisation/Implementation procedures.
2. Intelligence gathering and conducting surface operations
in support of MIO.
3.

Standard MIO communication procedures.

4.

Planning and conducting different MIO phases.

During the FTX, NMIOTC’s Sea Trainers/Instructors evaluate
the ship’s Command Team for their ability to work as a team (orga�
nising, planning, executing) during MIO.
The duration of the module (FTX) is 7 training hours.
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MODULE 4020 – Evaluation of Boarding Team’s Ability to
Plan and Conduct VBSS
Description: The main
objective of the module is to
evaluate Boarding Team’s abil�
ity to safely and successfully
plan and conduct Visit, Board,
Search and Seizure (VBSS) in
accordance with NATO doc�
trines and procedures, through
the execution of MIO related
scenarios during a real time
exercise.
This module is conducted in two different phases. During the
first phase, the naval unit’s Boarding Team exercises VBSS scenarios
on the
������������������������������������������������������������������
training ship�������������������������������������������������
�����������������������������������������������������
. During the second phase, which is the FTX, NMI�
OTC’s Sea Trainers/Instructors evaluate the ship’s Boarding Team
on their ability to work as a team (organizing, planning, executing)
during MIO. The ship’s Boarding Team plans and conducts VBSS in real
world environment in accordance with different MIO related sce�
narios. Particularly, the ship’s BT prepares tactical plans, executes
operational briefs and conducts boarding.
The duration of the practice training on the training ship is 4 hours,
while the duration of the FTX is 7 training hours.
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MODULE 4030 – Evaluation of Ship’s Internal Organization
Description: The main
objective of the module is to
evaluate the ship’s internal
organization in terms of effec�
tiveness in conducting MIO and
the ship’s equipment’s condi�
tion and utilization related to
MIO.
During the “Open Seas”
Final Tactical Exercise (FTX),
NMIOTC’s Sea Training Instruc�
tors evaluate ship’s different
teams while they are involved in MIO. Apart from CT’s and BT’s
organisation, boat and helicopter details, Ship Control Team and
Small Action Calibre Team are also evaluated in terms of organi�
zation and performance while conducting various MIO scenarios.
Additionally, the ship’s (different teams) equipment related to VBSS
is also evaluated in terms of maintenance, performance, complete�
ness and safe handling.
Internal and external information flow will receive a special
focus, simulating external tactical commands connected by tacti�
cal chat and playing situation reporting and ROE implementation
process.
“Open Sea” is often tailored and mission rehearsal, addition�
ally can be conducted either with the ship underway or alongside
because of the close relative position of the training area, the
mooring station and the Training platform Aris. This option is often
chosen to minimize training costs and is an example of Smart
defence.
The duration of the module (FTX) is 7 training hours.
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COURSE SERIES “5000”: Maritime Operational Terminology –
MOTC
NATO ETOC code:
MOP-MO-11208
The aim of the course
is to instruct NATO and part�
ners maritime and military
officials the terminology,
operational procedures and
communications utilized by
combined maritime forces
in NATO-led Peace Support
Operations. MOTC will enable
partners to become more
interoperable within NATO
forces during exercises or
NATO-led maritime opera�
tions involving partners. MOTC will also enhance the individual par�
ticipant’s ability to plan and execute jointly those exercises in the
real world environment. Graduates will return home with the skill
sets necessary to integrate easily into NATO maritime operations
and provide continued training and expertise to their commands.
The scope of the course encompasses self-study, group proj�
ects work, classroom presentations and simulation exercises, to
achieve a practical understanding, learn the prerequisite terminol�
ogy, operational philosophy and guidance utilized in NATO maritime
forces operations.
Target audience is NATO and Partner Naval personnel involved
in NATO Maritime Ops, ranging from OR-9 to OF-5. Additionally, it is
open to equivalent Law Enforcement (Coast Guard, Port Police) or
civilian personnel and can be attended also by members of civilian
organizations.
MOTC is conducted in two interrelated phases:
Phase I: Is a self-study phase of instruction. This is a three
months duration phase, commencing upon the receipt of the Invi�
tation Letter of the course and will allow the attendees to be
properly prepared for the next phase. The study can be conducted
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through a package uploaded in NMIOTC website (www.nmiotc.nato.
int).
Phase II: Is held at NMIOTC in Greece at Souda Bay (Chania,
Crete). It comprises a two week course containing basic NATO ter�
minology and principles regarding:
5100

NATO Concept

5200

NATO Operations Legal Aspects

5300

NATO TTPs in Maritime Operations

5400

NATO Operations Planning Process

5500

Briefing Techniques

SIMEX: After the completion of the theoretical part the train�
ees are practicing into the Tactical MIO Simulator and utilize “Module
1090 MIO game/SIMEX” (see Module 1090 description). The simula�
tion will give the trainees the opportunity to implement their skills
by applying communication procedures, NATO ROEs by demonstrat�
ing verbal and written skills on requesting/authorizing/employing
of appropriate ROEs and use of MIO Terminology and Procedures.
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General information pertinent to all “5000 series” modules
Class Size: Max: 24 and Min: 8 trainees
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Trainees must have the following
standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in STANAG
6001):
1/ Listening (Good/3)
2/ Speaking (Fair/2)
3/ Reading (Good/3)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 3232)
b. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in word processing and
Power Point Presentation.
NMIOTC provides: classroom equipped with multimedia capa�
bilities including interactive boards, 1 laptop per student in the
classroom/lecture room with intranet and internet access, lectures
and mission specific serious games in MIO Tactical Simulator.
Course Duration: The course will occur over 10 working days
(2 weeks).
Accreditation: The Course is accredited as “NATO APPROVED”
and is open to NATO, Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean Dia�
logue (MD), Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) and Partners across
the Globe (PatG) countries.
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“5000 series” Module description
MODULE 5100 – NATO Concept
Description: Discourse on NATO Alliance
Concept
Objectives:
1.

Review NATO Alliance basics.

2. Explain NATO’s alliance policy and deci�
sion making process.
3. Describe NATO’s alliance partnership and
cooperation programs.
4.

Discourse NATO’s involvement in recent operations.

The duration of the module is 7 training hours.

MODULE 5200 – NATO Operations Legal Aspects
Description: Analyse NATO Oper�
ations Legal Aspects.
Objectives: Describe legal issues dur�
ing NATO Maritime Operations
The duration of the module is 3 train�
ing hours.

MODULE 5300 – NATO TTPs in Maritime Operations
Description: Implement NATO
TTPs in Maritime Operations
Objectives:
1. Apply Maritime Operational
Terminology
2.

Implement NATO Procedures

The duration of the module is 22
training hours.

MODULE 5400 – NATO Operations Planning Process
Description:
Implement
NATO Operations Planning Process
(OPP).
Objectives:
1.

Explain OPP.

2.

Apply NATO OPP.

The duration of the module is 8
training hours.

MODULE 5500 – Briefing Techniques
Description: Implement
����������������
brief�
ing techniques.
Objectives:
Produce Power Point Presen�
tations (PPTs).
The duration of the module is 3
training hours.
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COURSE SERIES “6000”: Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD)
in MIO
NATO ETOC code:
MOP-MO-31209
The aim of this course is to train and educate trainees in NATO
practices and procedures regarding operational and tactical dimen�
sions of WMD in Maritime Interdiction Operations.
Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction is an issue
that is being examined by the NATO community and countries as
an existing threat in the maritime environment. NMIOTC has cre�
ated this course aiming to fulfill an operational requirement and
most importantly to enhance personnel or unit’s readiness prior to
deployment in maritime operations. This course provides a com�
prehensive approach covering issues related to countering WMD
materials proliferation in the maritime environment.
The structure of the course is shown in the table:
THEORETICAL TRAINING – LEADERSHIP CONSIDERATIONS
Political aspects of the prevention of the proliferation
of WMD

*

6110

*

6120 NATO strategic approach on CBRN in relation to MIO

*

6130

Legal Aspects Related to WMD Counter-Proliferation
in the Maritime Environment

*

6140

Operational Processes Required to Successfully
Counter the WMD Proliferation at Sea

*

6150 Reach-Back Architecture and Procedures
THEORETICAL TRAINING – THREATS

•*

6210 CBRN threat

•*

6220 CBRN Agents and their Means of Delivery

•*

6230 CBRN Agents’ Impact on the Human Body

•*

6240

Methods of CBRN Detection and the Respective
Equipment

•*

6250

Principles of CBRN Protection and the Available
Equipment

PRACTICAL TRAINING
•

6310 Stand-Off Detection of CBRN Material During MIO

•

6320 Detection of CBRN material during boarding

•

6330 Identification of CBRN material during boarding

*
•

STRATEGIC LEVEL PART MODULES
TACTICAL LEVEL PART MODULES
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General information pertinent to all “6000 series” modules
Class Size: Max: 24 and Min: 8.
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Trainees must have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Good/3)
2/ Speaking (Fair/2)
3/ Reading (Good/3)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 3232)
b. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in word processing and
Power Point Presentation.
NMIOTC provides: Classroom equipped with multimedia capa�
bilities including interactive boards, lectures, presentations, inter�
net access, handouts, training ship, radiological detectors, simu�
lated and live radiological sources, RHIB.
Course Duration: The course will occur over 5 working days
(1 week).
Accreditation: The Course is accredited as “NATO APPROVED”
and is open to NATO, Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean Dia�
logue (MD), Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) and Partners across
the Globe (PatG) countries.
Target Audience for this course are officers and petty offi�
cers, Command team members (CO, XO, OPS, COMMS, etc.) and
Boarding team members and equivalent civilian personnel who are
involved in Maritime Security and Maritime Interdiction Operations,
potentially related with WMD. Personnel from other Law Enforce�
ment Authorities, Customs and other related Agencies, are also
strongly encouraged to participate.
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“6000 series” Module description
Theoretical Training - Leadership Considerations
MODULE 6110 - Political aspects of the prevention of the
proliferation of WMD
Description: The main objec�
tive of the module is to explain the
Political aspects of the prevention
of the proliferation of Weapons of
Mass Destruction (WMD) in accord�
ance with NATO`s Comprehensive
Strategic Level Policy for Prevent�
ing the Proliferation of WMD and
Defending against Chemical, Biolog�
ical, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN)
Threats.
Objectives: Upon completion, trainees will be able to describe
political aspects of the prevention of WMD proliferation.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 6120 – NATO strategic approach on CBRN in relation
to MIO
Description: The main
objective of the module is to
describe the NATO Strategy on
WMD counter-proliferation in
accordance with the Alliance`s
Strategic Concept, Alliance Mar�
itime Strategy, Maritime Secu�
rity Operations Concept and
Bi-SC Concept for Joint Preven�
tion of Trafficking CBRN mate�
rial in the maritime environ�
ment and to explain Civil-Mili�
tary interaction in countering
the WMD threat in accordance
with Proposals for Enhanced
Civil-Military Cooperation in
Chemical, Biological, Radiologi�
cal and Nuclear (CBRN) Defence
(C-M(2011)0068).
Objectives: Upon completion, trainees will be able to:
1.

Describe the NATO Strategy on WMD counter-proliferation.

2. Explain the Civil-Military interaction in countering the WMD
threat.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 6130 – Legal Aspects Related to WMD CounterProliferation in the Maritime Environment
Description: The main objective of
the module is to identify the legal aspects
related to WMD counter-proliferation in
the maritime environment. Trainees will
receive the appropriate general theo�
retical knowledge on International legal
regimes in WMD counter-proliferation such
as Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, Nucle�
ar Weapons Convention, Biological Weap�
ons Convention, Chemical Weapons Con�
vention etc. and on the Rules of the Law in
maritime counter-proliferation operations
(UNCLOS, UNSCR 1540 (2004), UNSCR 1887
(2009)).
Objectives: Upon completion, train�
ees will be able to:
1. Outline international legal regimes in WMD counter-prolif�
eration.
2. Explain the rule of the Law in maritime counter-prolifera�
tion operations.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 6140 – Operational Processes Required to Successfully
Counter the WMD Proliferation at Sea
Description: Trainees will receive the
appropriate general theoretical knowledge
on the operational processes linked with the
CBRN detection and identification during
each phase of MIO.
Objectives: Upon completion, trainees
will be able to describe the Operational pro�
cess during:
1.

Surveillance phase of a MIO.

2.

Interrogation phase of a MIO.

3.

Boarding phase of a MIO.

The duration of the module is 2 training hours.

MODULE 6150 – Reach-Back Architecture and Procedures
Description: Trainees will receive all available relevant infor�
mation and updates, concerning the current Reach-Back architec�
ture for WMD counter-proliferation in the maritime domain, ReachBack process for Maritime Operations Commands and Reach-Back
process for units at sea.
Objectives: Upon completion, trainees will be able to:
1. Explain the current Reach-Back architecture for WMD
counter-proliferation in the maritime domain.
2. Describe the Reach-Back process for Maritime Operations
Commands.
3.

Describe the Reach-Back process for units at sea.

The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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Theoretical Training - Threats
MODULE 6210 – CBRN threat
Description: The main objective
of the module is to provide trainees
with the general asymmetric threat
overview, CBRN threats in the mari�
time environment overview and all
available relevant information and
updates, concerning WMD related
intelligence in accordance with AJP
3.8 Allied Joint Doctrine for Chemi�
cal, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear
Defence and AJP 3.8.1 Volume I - CBRN
Defence on Operations.
Objectives: Upon completion, trainees will be able to analyze:
1.

General asymmetric threat overview.

2.

CBRN threats in the maritime environment.

3.

WMD related intelligence.

The duration of the module is 3 training hours.

MODULE 6220 – CBRN Agents and their Means of Delivery
Description: Trainees will receive
the appropriate general theoretical
knowledge on the chemical, biological
and radiological agents, nuclear weap�
ons and their means of delivery.
Objectives: Upon completion,
trainees will be able to:
1.

Explain types of CBRN agents

2. Describe the means of delivery of different types of CBRN
agents
The duration of the module is 5 training hours.
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MODULE 6230 – CBRN Agents’ Impact on the Human Body
Description: Trainees will receive the appropriate general
theoretical knowledge on the radiation´s and chemical and biologi�
cal agents´ impacts on the human body.
Objectives: Upon completion, trainees will be able to explain:
1.

Chemical agents’ impact on the human body.

2.

Biological agents’ impact on the human body.

3.

Radiological agents’ impact on the human body.

The duration of the module is 5 training hours.

MODULE 6240 – Methods of CBRN Detection and the Respective
Equipment
Description: Trainees will
receive relevant information and
updates, concerning known meth�
ods of detection of chemical and
biological agents and the respective
equipment. They will also receive
the appropriate general theoretical
knowledge on dosimetric quantities,
units and known methods of radio�
logical detection and the respective
equipment as well as on Sampling
and Identification of CBRN Agents
(SIBCRA) procedures.
Objectives: Upon completion, trainees will be able to:
1. Explain known methods of detection of chemical agents
and the respective equipment.
2. Indicate known methods of detection of biological agents
and the respective equipment.
3. Apply dosimetric quantities, units and methods of radio�
logical detection and the respective equipment.
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4. Describe Sampling and Identification of CBRN Agents (SIB�
CRA) procedures.
The duration of the module is 5 training hours.

MODULE 6250 – Principles of CBRN Protection and the
Available Equipment
Description: Trainees will receive the
appropriate general theoretical knowledge on
individual CBRN protection principles, proce�
dures and equipment.
Objectives: Upon completion, trainees will
be able to describe:
1.
ment.
2.

Individual CBRN protection and equip�
Collective CBRN protection and equipment.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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Practical Training
MODULE 6310 – Stand-Off Detection of CBRN Material
during MIO
Description: Trainees will
receive the appropriate general
theoretical knowledge as well as
practical training on tactics, tech�
niques and procedures for stand-off
detection of CBRN material during
MIO. Live radioactive sources will be
used during the practical training.
Objectives: Upon completion,
trainees will be able to:
1. Implement TTPs for stand-off detection of CBRN material
during MIO.
MIO.

2.

Perform stand-off detection of radiological sources during

The duration of the module is 4 training hours.

MODULE 6320 – Detection of CBRN material during boarding
Description: Trainees will receive the appropriate general
theoretical knowledge as well as practical training on TTPs for
detection of CBRN material during boarding. Live radioactive sourc�
es will be used during the practical training.
Objectives: Upon completion, trainees will be able to:
1.

Apply TTPs for detection of CBRN material during boarding.

2.

Perform detection of radiological sources during boarding.

The duration of the module is 6 training hours.
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MODULE 6330 – Identification of CBRN material during
boarding
Description: Trainees will receive the
appropriate general theoretical knowl�
edge as well as practical training on TTPs
for identification of CBRN material during
boarding. Simulated and live radioactive
sources will be used during the practical
training.
Objectives: Upon completion, train�
ees will be able to:
1. Apply TTPs for identification of
CBRN material during boarding.
2. Perform identification of radio�
logical sources during boarding.
The duration of the module is 6 training
hours.
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COURSE SERIES “7000”: MIO in support of Counter Piracy
NATO ETOC Codes:
MOP-MO-41210
Taking into account the fact that piracy has become an
important current-day phenomenon, NMIOTC perceived the need to
fulfill specific operational and training requirements and thus imple�
mented this type of training, which is applicable for units, teams
and individuals who engage in the fight against piracy. It includes
pre-deployment training and training in the framework of Regional
Capacity Building, as well as enhancing the overall pre-deployment
training level.
THEORETICAL TRAINING
7010

Piracy Overview - History

7020

Ongoing Counter Piracy Operations in the Horn of Africa

7030

ROE Implementation & Legal Issues

7040

Pirate characteristics and modes of operation

7050

Case Study on Piracy Incidents

7060

Lessons Learned from Counter Piracy Operations

7070

Anti Piracy Measures in Merchant Shipping

7075

Operational and Training Issues for Armed Guards Onboard
Merchant Vessels

7080

Simulated Counter Piracy Scenarios

7090

NATO Biometrics in Counter Piracy
PRACTICAL TRAINING

7100

Small Skiff Investigation

7200

Pirate Mother Ship/Hijacked Merchant Vessel Boarding

7300

Protection of a Merchant Ship from Pirate Attack at Sea
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General information pertinent to all “7000 series” modules
Class Size: Max: 24 and Min: 8 trainees
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Trainees should have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Good/3)
2/ Speaking (Fair/2)
3/ Reading (Good/3)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 3232)
b. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in word processing and
Power Point Presentation.
Course Duration: The course will occur over 5 working days
(1 week).
Accreditation: The Course is accredited as “NATO LISTED” and
is open to NATO, Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean Dia�
logue (MD), Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) and Partners across
the Globe (PatG) countries.
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“7000 series” Module description
Theoretical Training
MODULE 7010 – Piracy Overview – History
Description: Trainees will develop an understanding of appro�
priate general theoretical knowledge and historical facts referring
to the current situation of piracy.
Objectives: Trainees will explain the historical background of
piracy by:
1.
enon.

cy.

Explaining the historical evolution of the piracy phenom�

2.

Recalling main terms and definitions related to piracy.

3.

Describing political and economical factors affecting pira�

4. Describing the implications of piracy on the international
community.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 7020 – Ongoing Counter-Piracy Operations
Description: Trainees will
develop an understanding of all
available relevant information
and updates, concerning NATO,
EU, third countries ongoing coun�
ter piracy operations.
Objectives: Trainees will
describe the ongoing CounterPiracy efforts in the Area of
Operation by:
1. Stating current NATO Counter-Piracy operations and their
chain of command.
2. Describing other current military Counter-Piracy opera�
tions and their chain of command.
3. Describing coordination and cooperation efforts in regards
to Maritime Counter-Piracy.
4. Stating current Regional Capacity Building initiatives
focused on Counter-Piracy.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 7030 – ROE Implementation & Legal Issues
Description: Trainees
will develop an understand�
ing of the relevant legal
issues concerning piracy,
regarding NATO and EU rel�
evant ROE for the ongo�
ing operations depicted in a
chart flow. (Non NATO train�
ees will receive a general�
ized lecture about legal sta�
tus concerning Piracy and
the general use of ROE).
Objectives: Trainees will analyze the ROE process and spe�
cific legal implications in accordance with current ROE profiles and
national and international legislation by:
1.

Outlining International legislation related to piracy.

2.

Explaining caveats derived from the national legislations.

3. Explaining the applicability of the principle of self-defence
in Counter-Piracy operations.
4.

Apply operation specific ROE profiles.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 7040 – Pirate Characteristics and Modes of Operation
Description: Trainees will discuss on TTP’s, equipment and
pirate action groups in order to have a better understanding of
the methods used. It is considered as imperative knowledge which
must be taken into account, when planning for CP ops takes place.
Objectives: Trainees will outline the pirates’ characteristics
and their modes of operation by:
1. Explaining the main distinctive characteristics of the
pirates in the Area of Operation.
2. Explaining the modes of operation of the pirates in the
Area of Operation.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.

MODULE 7050 – Case Studies on Piracy Incidents
Description: Trainees will be presented with case studies
related to:
Disruption - release of Suspected Pirates skiffs, Dhows, whal�
ers, motherships Opposed Boardings - Hostage release operations
Detention and release of pirates Negotiations with pirates – Inter�
rogation procedures.
Objectives: Trainees will analyze previous piracy/counterpiracy events by:
1. Describing the chain of events for each specific case pre�
sented.
2. Outlining the legal implications for each specific case pre�
sented.
3. Analysing the decision making process for each specific
case presented.
4. Examining each phase of the evolvement of the event for
each specific case presented.
5. Proposing alternative courses of action for each specific
case presented.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 7060 – Lessons Learned from Counter Piracy Operations
Description: Trainees will discuss on Lessons Learned or identi�
fied from Counter Piracy Operations.
Objectives: Trainees will interpret the lessons identified/les�
sons learned from previous Maritime Counter-Piracy operations by:
1. Outlining the Lessons Identified/Learned from previous
Counter-Piracy operations.
2. Comparing the Lessons Identified/Learned with the current
TTPs in place.
The duration of the module is 30 minutes.
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MODULE 7070 – Anti Piracy measures in Merchant Shipping
Description: Trainees
will focus on Best Manage�
ment Practices (BMP) version
4 and discuss Tactical consid�
erations for Boarding Teams
and Vessel Protection Detach�
ments (VPDs).
Objectives: Trainees will
interpret the anti-piracy mea�
sures from a military perspec�
tive by:
1. Describing the recommended anti-piracy measures for the
merchant shipping.
2.

Outlining the reporting procedure in high risk areas.

3. Explaining the requirements and procedures in case of mili�
tary intervention.
4. Describe characteristics and use of citadel in merchant
shipping.
5. Explaining the recommendations in case if pirates take
control.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 7075 – Operational and Training Issues for Armed
Guards Onboard Merchant Vessels
Description: Trainees will
learn about various issues regarding
armed guards onboard merchant
vessels and how these issues affect
rear world operations.
Objectives: Trainees will learn
about the issues of armed guards by:
1.

Describing the operational issues of armed guards.

2.

Describing training issues of armed guards.

3.

Analyzing how these issues affect real world operations.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.

MODULE 7080 – Simulated Counter Piracy Scenarios (using
Training MIO Simulator)
Description: Training of Com�
mand Teams on Counter Piracy Sce�
narios, which are based on real inci�
dents, using the NMIOTC simulator.
Objectives Command Team
will practice the following:
1.

ROE implications.

2. Communications
dures, including information to the military hierarchy.

proce�

3.

Use of the intelligence and assessment.

4.

Decision making process.

5.

Positioning of the ship for execution of CP operation.

The duration of the module is 7 training hours in the simulator,
including the time necessary for familiarization.
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MODULE 7090 – NATO Biometrics in Counter Piracy
Description: The
module’s main objective
is to provide biometrics
collection operators with
the relevant knowledge
on the current policy,
procedures and trends in
the field of NATO bio�
metrics.
Objectives: Upon completion of the course, the trainees will
be able to:
1.

Explain biometrics.

2.

Describe biometrics collection process and principles.

3.

Explain Biometrics Enabled Intelligence.

4.

Describe Biometrics Enabled Watch List.

5. List biometrics collection methods and quality require�
ments.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour of classroom lectures.
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Practical Training
MODULE 7100 – Small Skiff Investigation
Description: Trainees will
receive training on Approach, Board
and Secure Investigation, Intelligence
gathering (pictures, biometrics) and
post board report.
Specific Objectives: Trainees
will conduct investigation of small
boats during Maritime Counter-Pira�
cy Operation safely and effectively
by:
1.

Safely conducting approach of a small boat.

2.

Safely and effectively boarding a suspect small boat.

3.
boat.

Safely and effectively handling the crew of a suspect small

4.

Safely and effectively searching a suspect small boat.

5.

Conducting interrogation of the crew of a suspect boat.

6.

Arresting suspected pirates.

7.

Transferring suspected pirates.

8.

Collecting and handling evidences.

9. Applying appropriate techniques for Extreme Close Quar�
ter Battle.
The duration of the module is 5 training hours.
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MODULE 7200 – Pirate Mother Ship/Hijacked Merchant Vessel
Boarding
Description: Trainees will
receive training on opposed
boarding on high jacked vessel Citadel scenario and securing,
search and release of Merchant
Vessel (M/V) crew in a citadel
or safe compartment (day and
night scenarios), and will focus
on the challenges posed by the
use of best management prac�
tises (BMPs).
Specific Objectives: Trainees will conduct investigation of
pirate mother ship safely and effectively by:
1.

Safely conducting approach of a pirate mother ship.

2.

Safely and effectively boarding a pirate mother ship.

3. Applying appropriate techniques for sweeping a pirate
mother ship.
4. Safely and effectively handling the crew of a pirate moth�
er ship.

ship.

5.

Safely and effectively searching a pirate mother ship.

6

Conducting interrogation of the crew of a pirate mother

7.

Arresting suspected pirates.

8.

Transferring suspected pirates.

9.

Collecting and handling evidences.

The duration of the module is 5 training hours.
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MODULE 7300 – Protection of a Merchant Ship from Pirate
Attack at Sea
Description: Trainees will
receive training on World Food Pro�
gram (WFP) TTPs.
Objectives: Trainees will con�
duct operations on board merchant
vessels subjected to piracy by:
1. Learning about the imple�
mentation of ship protection mea�
sures onboard a vessel.
2. Creating and applying SOPs for the protection of a mer�
chant vessel.
The duration of the module is 6 training hours.
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COURSE SERIES “8000”: C-IEDs Considerations in Maritime
Force Protection
NATO ETOC code:
IED-ED-31679

NMIOTC has identified a significant and growing requirement
for maritime command teams and operational forces to be trained
to confront and deal with the complex array of security threats
that face maritime organizations in the modern world. Training at
all levels enhances individual and unit readiness prior to deployment
on maritime operations and for home waters protection consider�
ations. This Course aims to fulfill an operational requirement and
most importantly provides a holistic and comprehensive approach
to understanding a much changed security landscape by covering
the operational and tactical issues related to Asymmetric Threats in
the maritime environment (when alongside, at anchor or operating
in confined waters).
Instruction modules include (not exhaustive):
8010

The Global Maritime Threat

8020

Methods of Attack

8030

Classification of Improvised Explosive Devices (IED’s)

8040

Water Borne IEDs (WBIEDs)

8050

Force Protection Process/Model

8060

IED Incident Response

8070

Maritime Tactical Exploitation Awareness

8080

Procedures for Person and Vehicle Search

8090

Port arrival procedures including area and building search

8100

Escalation of Force (EOF)

8110

Vehicle Check Point Exercise

8120

Introduction to ECM
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8130

International Ship and Port facility Security (ISPS) Code/
other Legislation

8140

Maritime Force Protection (MFP) Planning Process and
Considerations

8150

Attack the Network (AtN) and Exploitation

8160

4 Syndicate Table-Top Exercises (TTXs)

8170

Final Tactical C-IED Exercise

General information pertinent to all “8000 series” modules
Class Size: Max: 24 and Min: 8 trainees
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Trainees should have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Good/3)
2/ Speaking (Fair/2)
3/ Reading (Good/3)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 3232)
b. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in Word processing and
Power Point Presentation.
NMIOTC Resources: : Minimum resources required for the
completion of this course are 4 classrooms equipped with multi�
media capabilities including interactive boards/lectures/internet
access for syndicate work, C-IED training equipment, different sizes
of Vehicles, simrounds, simweapons, NMIOTC training platforms and
RHIBs.
Course Duration: The course will occur over 10 working days
(2 weeks).
Accreditation: The Course is accredited as “NATO APPROVED”
and is open to NATO, Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean Dia�
logue (MD), Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) and Partners across
the Globe (PatG) countries.
Other: The Course is focused on the C-IED “Prepare the Force”
capability pillar and is classified “NATO UNCLASSIFIED”.
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“8000 series” Module description
MODULE 8010 – Global Maritime Improvised Explosive Devices
(IED) Threat
Description: The main objective of
the module is to provide an overview of
the Global Threat based on recent IED and
other incidents worldwide using contem�
porary open source reporting media and
an assessment of the likely perpetrators
of maritime attacks based on recent and
historical precedents.
Additional areas covered:
1.

IED and other attacks carried out in the maritime domain.

2.

Perpetrator Groups.

3.

Emerging Threats.

Objectives: Upon completion trainees will be able to:
1. Describe IED and other attacks carried out in the maritime
domain.
2.

Evaluate the possible perpetrator groups.

3.

Analyze the emerging threats.

4.

Evaluate the current threat.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 8020 – Methods of Attack
Description: The module’s main objec�
tive is to teach Methods of Attack that can be
used by an adversary.
Objectives: Upon completion trainees
will be able to:
1.

State Methods of Attack.

2.

Explain Kinetic Attack.

3.

Explain Non-Kinetic Attack.

4.

Explain direct and indirect Attacks.

The duration of the module is 2 training hour.

MODULE 8030 – Classification of IEDs
Description: After having been taught
the Methods of Attack (Module 8020), the
module’s main objective is to increase aware�
ness of the threat from IEDs.
Objectives: Upon completion trainees
will be able to:
IED.
tion.

1.

Describe the component parts of an

2.

Categorize IEDs by method of initia�

3.

Describe Method of delivery.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.

COMMAND DETONATED
INERT TRAINING AID

FEATURES:
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MODULE 8040 – Water Borne IEDs (WBIEDs)
Description: The module’s main objec�
tive is to increase awareness of the threat
from IEDs by providing an overview of the
Water-borne IED threat (WBIED).
The trainees have the opportunity to
understand the possible methods of attack
and methods of delivery that they may
encounter and finally they will become aware
of Case Studies and lessons learnt in the mari�
time domain.
Objectives: Upon completion trainees
will be able to:
1.

Classify the WBIED.

2.

Describe surface WBIEDs.

3.

Describe below surface WBIEDs.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 8050 – Force Protection Process/Model
FORCE PROTECTION MODEL
Measure and Controls to safeguard Assets
Mission
Analysis

Conditions for
Mission
Success

Adjust
Assets

Criticality
Assessment

Threat
Assessment

Risk
Assessment

Vulnerability
Assessment

Personnel
Materiel
Facilities &
Infrastructure

Incident

Description: The
module’s main objective
is to apply controls and
measures that contribute
to tactical self-sufficien�
cy to the lowest practi�
cal level.
The trainees have the
opportunity to under�
stand and analyze their
mission, in accordance
with the Force Protection
Model.

RISK MANAGEMENT
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Consequence
Management

Incident
Response

Information
Activities
Supervise, Plan &
review

Command Action

Command Reaction

Objectives: Upon completion trainees will be able to:
1.

Analyze enemy intention.

2.

Determine enemy capability.

3.

Select Location (where, when).

4.

Outline deficiencies in planning.

5.

Describe preparation and training.

6.

Develop situational awareness.

7.

Explain warning system.

8.

Explain physical security.

9.

Assess the value of assets.

10.

Assess the threats and vulnerabilities.

11.

Assess the risk of compromise or loss.

12. Analyze the cost of implementing controls and mitigating
measures.
13.

Describe the impact on mission success.

The duration of the module is 3 training hours.
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MODULE 8060 – IED Incident Response
Description: The module’s main objective is toprovide an
overview of providing effective incident response in the light of
force protection. Effective incident response may require the coordination of the activities of a number of disciplines including, but
not limited to, intelligence, surveillance, security, police, medical,
firefighting, engineering, search and rescue, safety, communica�
tions, legal and public information.
Objectives: Upon completion trainees will be able to:
1.

Identifyimmediate reactions by first responders;

2. EstablishIncident Control Point(s) (ICPs) and/or Operations
Centre
3.

Implement the 4C’s drill

4.

Perform 5 and 25 m Checks

The duration of the module is2 training hours.
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MODULE 8070 – Maritime Tactical Exploitation Awareness
Description: The module’s main objec�
tive is to provide an introduction to Mari�
time site exploitation and essential infor�
mation regarding evidence collection and
preservation.
Trainees have the opportunity to
understandthe Principles of Counter Impro�
vised Explosive Device (C-IED), the three
pillars of C-IED, the purpose of gathering
evidence and the principles of Exploitation.
Objectives: Upon completion train�
ees will be able to:
1. Summarize requirements for site
exploitation.
2.

Explain types of evidence.

3. State the principles of chain of
evidence preservation.
4. Recognize the contribution to and outputs from different
levels of exploitation.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 8080 – Procedures for Person/Vehicle checking
Description: The module’s main
objective is to provide you with the
principles and procedures that can
be adopted when executing Person/
Vehicle search operations.
Trainees have the opportunity to
get an introduction to person/Vehicle
search, understand categories of Per�
son/Vehicle Search and become aware
of Search Equipments.
Finally, practical training pro�
vides opportunity to all trainees to
get involved in carrying out Person/
Vehicle searches.
Objectives: Upon
trainees will be able to:

completion

1.      
State    
the        
purpose   
of               
Person/Vehicle       
checks   
in a    
MFP      
envi�
ronment.
2.

Apply procedures of Person/Vehicle check.

The duration of the module is 4 training hours.
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MODULE 8090 – Port Arrival Procedures, including area and
building search
Description: The module’s main
objective is to provide an overview of
generic port arrival procedures in an
asymmetric threat environment. The aim
of building and area search is to ensure
that the area adjacent to the place of
arrival is free from threats which may
engender harm to the mission, vessel
and crew while alongside. Such searches
are an essential part of establishing situ�
ational awareness prior to taking control
of the area of operations.
Trainees will be familiarized with
the requirement/considerations neces�
sary to enter port in order to conduct
their mission. Principles of Operation are
analyzed, as well as the Port Arrival
Model Phases.
Practical training provides opportunity for all trainees to get
involved in carrying out a pre-planned, phased operation to create
and maintain the security environment to allow a ship to come
alongside or anchor in a harbour area.
Objectives: Upon completion trainees will be able to:
1. State the principles of port arrival procedures, including
area and building search.
2. Apply the port arrival procedures, including area and build�
ing search.
The duration of the module is 4 training hours.
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MODULE 8100 – Escalation of Force (EOF)
Description: The module’s
main objective is to provide an
overview/familiarization of apply�
ing an appropriate Level of Force in
order to provide protection against
asymmetric threats,�������������
using common�
ly available means and equipment.
Trainees are taught the
principles and the application of
force. These encompass;General
Rules for Use of Force, the Levels
of Force,escalation of force when
appropriate,Seaward/Landward
Security Zones and other factors
that affect EOF.
Trainees will perform a
number of seaward/landward sce�
narios, so as to adopt an offensive
posture(Mindset) to better under�
stand/apply the Force Escalation
Awareness measures, by exploiting
appropriate EOF Tools.
Objectives: Upon completion
trainees will be able to:
1.

Explain Force Escalation awareness measures.

2.

Describe Levels of Force.

3.

Establish Seaward/Landward Security Zones.

4.
force.

Perform scenarios by applying appropriate escalation of

The duration of the module is 4 training hours.
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MODULE 8110 – Vehicle Check Point (VCP) Exercise
Description: The module’s main
objective is to provide an overview/
familiarization of performing landwards
actions in order to providesufficient
force protection against asymmetric
threats, with the means available.
Objectives: Upon
trainees will be able to:

completion

1. Recall the principles
��������������������
of estab�
lishing an effective and efficient VCP as
part of ship/shore Force Protection.
2.

Analyselayout/resource considerations

3.

Establish and resource a VCP in support of an Operation.

The duration of the module is 4 training hours.

MODULE 8120 – Introduction to ECM
Description: The module’s main objective is
to provide an overview of the use of Electronic
Counter Measures (ECM) systems in support of
the C-IED,FP role in a Radio Controlled IED (RC-IED)
threat situation.
Areas covered:
The role of ECM.
Technical capabilities and limitations of cur�
rently available ECM equipment.
Objectives: Upon completion trainees will be
able to:
1. Recognize the situations when ECM equip�
ment may be of value in MFP Operations.
2. Describe the operating modes of ECM
equipment.
3. Describe and simulate the deployment of
man portable/ship/vehicle borne ECM equipment
in response to a RCIED threat situation.
The duration of the module is1 training hour.
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MODULE 8130 – International Ship and Port facility Security
(ISPS) Code
Description: The module’s main
objective is to provide an overview of
the ISPS Code and other applicable mari�
time legislation and agreements.
Trainees will be familiarized with
its application to merchant community,
the ISPS Security Levels, Ship/Port Facil�
ity Security Assessments and Plan, Ships
Security Certification process (SSC). An
overview on Training, Drills and Exer�
cises onboard Merchant Vessels/Port
Facilities.
Objectives: Upon completion train�
ees will be able to:
1.

Describe purpose and scope of the ISPS Code.

2.

Explain Force Protection Levels.

3.

Utilize the Individual Protective Measures.

4.

Explain FP – Seaward.

5.

Explain FP – Landward.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 8140 – Maritime Force Protection (MFP) Planning
process

HN FP ORG:
(FPOC)

SHORE FP
PATROL

SHIP’S FP
PATROL

HELICOPTER
PATROL

KEEP-OUT
ZONE
FLOATING
BOOMS
NETS

BOAT
PATROL

REACTION
ZONE

Description: The
module’s main objec�
tive is to provide an
overview of MFP plan�
ning considerations for
asymmetric threats, to
‘fuse’ gatheredinforma�
tion in order to carry
out MFP planning tasks
to seaward and land�
ward and to introduce
elements of the OPTASK
FP HARBOUR.

Trainees will be taughtthe Force Protection Process, Respon�
sibilities, a review of Security Alert States, Force Protection Func�
tions – Planning, the Key Elements in OPTASK FP HARBOUR and Pro�
tective Measures - Seaward/Landward.
Objectives: Upon completion trainees will be better able to:
1.

Describe Force Protection Process.

2.

Explain Command and Control.

3.

Demonstrate the FPC Responsibilities.

4.

Explain Security Alert States–FPL Development.

5.

Explain Security Alert States – FPL Operating Areas.

6.

Estimate the availability of HN Support.

7.

Analyze the Force Protection Functions – Planning.

8.

Formulate the OPTASK FP HARBOUR.

The duration of the module is 3 training hours.
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MODULE 8150 – Attack the Network (AtN) Exploitation
Description: The mod�
ule’s main objective is to
provide an overview of the
principles of NATO doctrine
surrounding AtN in order to
defeat the IED system.
Trainees will be intro�
duced to the Sources of Intel�
ligence, Exploitation Activities
to collect process and dissem�
inate intelligence, the Levels
of Exploitation and Exploita�
tion Capability Development
Concept.
Objectives: Upon com�
pletion trainees will be able
to:

C-IED
(To defeat the IED
System)

Prepare
the Force

Attack the
Networks

Understanding and Intelligence

1. Describe the Sources
of Intelligence.
2.

Defeat
the
Device

Explain the concept of Tactical Site Exploitation.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 8160 – 4 Syndicate Table-Top Exercises (TTXs)
Description: This module
comprises four (������������������
4) Table Top Exer�
cises (TTX) during which students
will progressively experience the
steps required to build the neces�
sary skills to mount a complex MFP
mission as an appointed Force Pro�
tection Coordinator (FPC). An initial
scenario will see student syndi�
cates functioning as an adversarial
threat group to mount an opera�
tion against Friendly Forces. With the lessons learned from syndi�
cate solutions from TTX1, TTXs 2-4 will introduce realistic missions
requiring appropriate MFPresponses involving the FPC, vessel crew
and a range of assets including Host Nation (HN) support. Each
TTX syndicate solution will be presented and comprehensively
debriefed. TTX 4 will provide a solution which will be used to mount
the final tactical exercise.
Objectives: Upon completion Students will be able to:
1. Appreciate the range of attack options available to an
enemy force in planning and staging an attack against a Friendly
Force target in an asymmetric threat environment.
2. Plan an MFP Operation from the perspective of an FPC to
provide safety and security throughout the mission utilising avail�
able resources.
3. Provide thorough briefings and reports to higher Com�
mand on the plan to include planning justification, threat, protec�
tion levels, Rules of Engagement/Escalation of Force, phases of
Operation and resources required.
The duration of the module is approximately 4 days.
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MODULE 8170 – Final Tactical C-IED Exercise
Description: A final Tacti�
cal Exercise will be conducted
in vicinity of NMIOTC (Train�
ing platforms, underway ves�
sels). Purpose of the Exercise is
to consolidate lessons, assess
planning and practical skills for
search (persons and vehicle) and
exploitation tasks. Students will
assume the role of performing
their Force
���������������������������
Protection plan (sea�
wards/landwards) IAW the plan
which will have been prepared
during TXX 4.

Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1. Assume the role of Force Protection Coordinator (FPC) to
provide FP support to a High Value Unit (HVU) during their mission.
2.

Conduct appropriate Port Arrival Drills.

3. Carry out a systematic search and neutralize targets (sea�
wards/landwards).
4. Demonstrate effective 360 degree situational awareness
throughout and initiate appropriate response to incidents occur�
ring during the exercise. The HVU will be simulated by NMIOTC Train�
ing Platform and En Forces will be provided by NMIOTC personnel.
The duration of the module is 5-6 training hours.
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COURSE SERIES “9000”: Legal Issues in Maritime Interdiction
Operations
NATO ETOC code:
LGL-LE-31613
NMIOTC has identified a
constant and growing need for
training on the various legal
aspects of MIO. This Course tar�
gets to fulfill the aforemen�
tioned need for enhancing legal
training of operational officers
and units an operational require�
ment
The primary aim of the Course is to provide Command and
Operating Teams, as well as Staff Officers involved in MIO planning
and conduct, with a solid theoretical and practical training, towards
the establishment of a law enforcement culture on the high seas.
The Course consists of both theoretical training on all major legal
aspects of operating in the maritime environment, as well as practi�
cal training in case studies scenarios, enhanced by Table Top Exer�
cises (TTXs). The desired outcome of this Course for NMIOTC is to
make trainees able to identify and properly respond to legal issues
rising up during the conduct of MIO, in accordance with NATO pro�
cedures. The structure of the course is shown in the table:
9010

International Maritime Legal Environment

9020

Legal Aspects of Maritime Threats

9030

Legal Implementation on MIO

9040

Operational Law - ROE

9050

Legal Concerns - Human Rights Protection
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General information pertinent to all “9000 series” modules
Class Size: Max: 30 and Min: 8 trainees
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Trainees should have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Fair/2)
2/ Speaking (Good/3)
3/ Reading (Good/3)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 2332)
b. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in word processing and
Power Point Presentation.
Course Duration: The course will occur over 5 working days
(1 week).
NMIOTC Resources: Minimum resources required for the com�
pletion of this course are 2 classroom equipped with multimedia
capabilities including interactive board/lectures/internet access
(for syndicate work), and NMIOTC training platforms for practical
training.
Accreditation: The Course is accredited as “NATO LISTED” and
is open to NATO, Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean Dia�
logue (MD), Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) and Partners across
the Globe (PatG) countries.
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“9000 series” Module description
MODULE 9010 – International Maritime Legal Environment
Description: The main
objective of the module is to
outline major aspects of the
international maritime legal
environment in relation to MIO.
Additional areas covered:
1. United Nations Con�
vention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS).
2. Suppression of Unlaw�
ful Acts at Sea Convention
(SUA).
3.

Customary Law and UNSCR’s.

Objectives: Upon completion trainees will be able to:
1.
septs.

         
Identifie             
Inernational    
Law   
of    
The    
Sea      
basic      
texts    
and     
con�

2. Analyze major international maritime legal definitions
(Sovereignty, High Seas Freedoms, MIO, Flag State, Open Registries,
Universal Crimes/Jurisdiction).
3. Interprete the data contained in real cases worldwide on a
legal basis.
The duration of the module is 4 training hours.
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MODULE 9020 – Legal Aspects of Maritime Threats
Description: The module’s
main objective is to familiarize
trainees with contemporary mari�
time challenges for peace and secu�
rity from a legal point.
Objectives: Upon completion
trainees will be able to:
1. Identify the different
threats posed in the international
maritime environment.
2. Relate the various legal texts and regimes implicated in
each case.
The duration of the module is 4 training hours.
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MODULE 9030 – Legal Implementation on MIO
Description: After the overview of inter�
national law and current challenges in the high
seas (9010 & 9020), this module’s main objective
is to analyze the legal justification and implemen�
tation applied in various maritime interdiction
operations. In the heart of the module is the dis�
tinguish and classification of maritime security
operations under the dual paradigm of armed
conflicts or law enforcement context.
Objectives: Upon completion trainees will
be able to:
1. Describe the legal and political background under different
types of MIOs.
2. Survey legal parameteres applying to different operational
paradigms.
3. Explore cases of legal obscurity or gap in the operational
environment
4.

Examine past MIO incindents under legal aspect.

The duration of the module is up to 12 training hours.

MODULE 9040 – Operational Law/Rules of Engagement
Description: The module’s main objective is to summarize
basic aspects of operational legal provisions in the maritime domain
and outline key points of ROE procedures and implementation.
Objectives: Upon completion trainees will be able to:
1.

Classify main sources of operational law apllicable at sea.

2.

Describe basic principles of OpLaw.

3.

Illustrate the general ROE process.

4.

Examine ROE implementation with operational examples.

The duration of the module is 4 training hours.
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MODULE 9050 – Legal Concerns/Human Rights Protection
Description: The module’s main
objective is to familiarize trainees
with basic principles of International
Humanitarian Law/LOAC, to analyze
major legal concerns on human rights
protection during maritime ops and to
illustrate best operational practices in
accordance with legal and humanitar�
ian standards.
Objectives: Upon completion
trainees will be able to:
1. Identify basic principles of
IHL/LOAC in the maritime environment.
2. Analyse major legal concerns
(e.g. use of force, detainee handling
etc) according to international law.

Detainee holding facility

3. Detect and apply nesesary
procedures and precautions for
humanitarian and legal standards to
be met in MIO, within armed conflict
or law enforcement context, through
practical training (detainee handling,
evidence collection/crime scene
investigation).

The duration of the module is 6 training hours.
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COURSE SERIES 10000: MIO in support of Countering Illicit
Trafficking at Sea
NATO ETOC code:
MOP-MO-32012
The particu�
lar course covers
extensively
the
need for training
on the suggested
subjects and aims
to provide qual�
ity, sustainable, and
effective training
for officers who
are engaged in pol�
icy, development,
law enforcement, intelligence and interdictions operations aimed
at countering illicit trafficking and other crimes at sea.
Instruction modules include (not exhaustive):
10010

Human Trafficking

10020

Case Study

10030

Drug Smuggling

10040

Psychological aspects during trafficking operations

10050

Illicit Trafficking Related Organized Crimes

10060

Crew Control

10070

Legal Overview

10080

Crime Scene Investigation

10090

Intel Support to Trafficking Operations

10100

Gender Awareness

10110

Biometrics Collection with SEEK II device
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General information pertinent to all 10000 series” modules
Class Size: Max: 24 and Min: 10 trainees
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Trainees must have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Good/3)
2/ Speaking (Fair/2)
3/ Reading (Good/3)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
b. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in word processing and
Power Point Presentation.
Note: The trainee group can use its own interpreter in case
the language standards are not met. In such a case the allocated
time per module will be increased accordingly.
NMIOTC Resources: Minimum resources required for the com�
pletion of this course are 4 classrooms equipped with multimedia
capabilities including interactive boards/lectures/internet access
(for syndicate work), NMIOTC intranet library and handouts.
Accreditation: The Course is accredited as “NATO LISTED” and
is open to NATO, Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean Dia�
logue (MD), Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) and Partners across
the Globe (PatG) countries.
Course Duration: The course will occur over 5 working days
(1 week).
Target audience for this course is naval personnel functioning
as Boarding Officers (BOs), Officers and Petty Officers, Law enforce�
ment officers, Borders, Custom officers, Intelligence officers. Addi�
tionally, the Course is open to Command Team members (CO, XO,
OPS, COMMS etc.) and Boarding Team members or equivalent civilian
personnel who are involved in Maritime Security and MIO, poten�
tially related with Human and drug trafficking.
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“10000 series” Module description
MODULE 10010 – Human Trafficking/Smuggling
Description: The module’s main
goal is to familiarize trainees with
the concepts of human trafficking/
smuggling. During this module, the
trainees will learn the internationally
agreed upon definitions of the con�
cepts, analyze the different types
and characteristics and procedures
of human trafficking, its causes as
well as the consequences of the
problem on individual and on coun�
tries’ economies and legal status.
Objectives: Upon completion of this module the trainees will
be able to:
1. Differentiate between the concept of human trafficking
and smuggling.
2. Recognize the various forms and manifestations of these
crimes.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 10020 – Case Studies on Human Trafficking/Smuggling
Description: Train�
ees will be presented with
case studies related to:
1. Human traffick�
ing (types, victims, severe/
non severe forms of traf�
ficking, policy issues.
2. Smuggling (ele�
ments, parties involved,
travel routes, law enforce�
ment practices)
Objectives: Upon completion of this module trainees will be
able to:
1.

Analyzing the phases for each scenario.

2.

Outlining the legal implications for each case presented.

3. Describe the decision/making process for each case pre�
sented.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 10030 – Drug Smuggling
Descriptions: The main
goal of the course is to familiar�
ize participants with the broad
categories of narcotics and psy�
chotropic substances and the
practice of their illicit traffick�
ing.
This module focuses on
the study and close examination
of drug types and social conse�
quences of illegal substance use.
Also, the course will analyze the
various smuggling techniques
and travel routes employed
for their illicit trafficking and
the drug enforcement policies
implemented by national agen�
cies in their combat against this
issue.
Objectives: Upon completion of this module trainees will be
able to:
1. Recognize and differentiate between the various types of
narcotics.
use.

2.

Identify the health, legal and social consequences of drug

3. Acknowledge the legal frame and the new trends towards
decriminalization of certain substances.
4. Develop awareness concerning the investigative duties
and drug enforcement responsibilities specific to drug policy issues.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 10040 – Psychological aspects during trafficking
operations
Description: The module’s
main objective is to improve
the boarding Team’s tacti�
cal awareness with respect to
Boarding Team as well as Sus�
pect Vessel’s crew psychology.
The trainees get familiar with
combat stress factors and the
way to recognize physical and
mental symptoms of combat
stress. Moreover, the trainees
will be able to better under�
stand the motives behind this risk and prepare for what they might
encounter in regards to the psychological condition.
Objectives: Upon completion of this module trainees will be
able to:
1.

Explain the combat stress factors

2.

Analyze suspect vessel’s crew behavior

3.

Implement stress managing techniques

The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 10050 – Illicit Trafficking Related Organized Crimes/
Terrorism and Other Crimes
Description: The main
objective of the course to
acquaint the participants with
the magnitude of illicit traf�
ficking and its nexus with the
organized crimes like terrorism,
money laundering, corruption
etc.
It will also familiarize the
participants with the factual
position of the obnoxious nexus between drug money and terror�
ism.
Additional areas covered:
1. Political-Social-Economic-Religious aspects of Illicit traf�
ficking Related Organized Crimes.
2.

Dealing with terrorism in the future.

3.

Counterterrorism in order to face the problem.

Objectives: Upon completion of this module trainees will be
able to:
1. Intelligently describe the root causes of terrorism and
recognize the indications which could lead to the development of
terrorist organizations.
2. Conduct comparative analyses of terrorist organizations
to find the strengths, weaknesses, and long-term viability of dif�
ferent groups.
3. Develop research skills to quickly find information on
existing, emergent terrorist organizations and policies and guide�
lines designed to mitigate domestic and international terrorism.
4. Provide help to International or National Authorities in
order to combat these techniques.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 10060 – Crew Control/Suspect Crew Handling
Description:
The
module’s main objective is
to improve the Boarding
Team’s skills necessary to
safely approach and secure
the crew of a suspect ves�
sel (SV).
During this mod�
ule, the trainees learn and
put into practice a full set
of skills for dealing with
compliant or non compli�
ant crew members and also
arresting and searching techniques aboard merchant vessel and
small boats. The module also addresses proposed actions that a
boarding team member may execute in case he/she is confronted
by an armed crew member.
Objectives: Upon completion the Boarding Team will be bet�
ter able to:
1.

Perform individual’s verbal control.

2.

Apply individual’s physical control.

The duration of the module is 5 training hours (1h classroom and 4h
practical).
(is the same with the module 3040)
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MODULE 10070 – Legal Overview
Description: The main
objective of this module
is to introduce trainees to
the legal regimes regulat�
ing counter illicit operations
at sea, presenting a com�
prehensive overview of the
legal aspects and concerns
arising in such operations.
After an introduction to the
International Law of the Sea
and jurisdiction extending to various maritime zones, focus will be
given to the distinction among different types of illicit trafficking
from a legal point of view, further analyzing the national/interna�
tional legislation regulating them and the necessary precautions for
the legal and humanitarian standards to be met during them.
Objectives: Upon completion of this module trainees will be
able to:
1.

Illustrate International Law of the Sea basic concepts.

2.

Identify various maritime zones and jurisdiction over them.

3. Distinguish different types of illicit trafficking at sea from
a legal point of view.
4. Recognize basic legal framework for counter drug traffick�
ing ops.
5. Identify key legal issues and concerns in human beings traf�
ficking related ops.
6.

Summarize counter WMD proliferation legal context.

The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 10080 – Crime Scene Investigation
Description: The main goal
of the course is to familiarize the
participants with the safe meth�
ods of handling crime scene evi�
dence. During the module, the
trainees will be demonstrated
the investigative process, the
construction of the forensic
strategy, evidence selection
procedures and evidence collec�
tion techniques. Moreover, they will familiarize themselves with
the assessment, packaging and transportation of evidence as well
as appropriate documentation.
Objectives: Upon completion of this module trainees will be
able to:
1. Appraise the range of evidence collection and investiga�
tion techniques.
2. Evaluate documentation of a crime scene through photog�
raphy and evidence collection.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 10090– INTEL Support to trafficking operations
Description:
The main objective of the mod�
ule is to analyse the role of intel�
ligence, intelligence services and
intelligence-led operations conduct�
ed by all agencies and organisations
mandated with fighting traffick�
ing. During this module, theoretical
issues related to intelligence and its
application in actual operations is
discussed. The most relevant intelligence tools, military and civilian,
are presented. This aim is to provide the trainees a robust overview
of intelligence gathering techniques, and the ability to process that
information.
Objectives: Upon completion, the trainees will have a good
understanding in:

ed

1.

Why is Intelligence Important for Fighting Trafficking

2.

What Kind of Data and Information on Trafficking is Need�

3.

What Types of Intelligence Services Are There

4. Listing the available tools for intelligence collection in sup�
port of trafficking operations.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 10100 – Gender Awareness
Description: The lesson
will provide the trainees with
the basic concepts and tools
needed to apply the gender
perspective within work�
ing in maritime operations.
Through interactive scenariobased exercises the trainees
will gain an understanding of
how the different needs and
roles of men, women, girls
and boy impact military tasks
and functions. Moreover, the trainees will learn practical lessons
on how applying gender perspective contributes to operational
effectiveness. The course focuses on the maritime environment
and specifically on the gender dimensions in border management,
human trafficking and illegal migration.
OBJECTIVES: Upon the completion the trainees will be able to:

tive
ness

1.

Understand the basic gender concepts

2.

Conduct a needs & threats analysis under a gender perspec�

3.

Identify how gender can enhance operational effective�

4.

Implement a gender lens in maritime operations

5.

Enhance knowledge on trafficking and SEA

6. Have a thorough understanding of the code of conduct
and zero tolerance policy
The duration of the module is 2 training hours
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MODULE 10110 – Biometrics Collection with SEEK II Device
Description: The module’s main
objective is to provide biometrics
collection operators with the skills
necessary to properly collect bio�
metric data in different modes and
environments using Secure Electronic
Enrollment Kit (SEEK).
Objectives: Upon completion of
the course, the trainees will be able to:
1.

Describe the SEEK II device.

2. Apply correct procedures
for collection of flat and rolled fin�
gerprints.
3.

Scan irises using SEEK II.

4. Properly collect photos of a
subject in different biometrics collec�
tion modes.
5.

Ensure quality of collected biometric data.

6. Execute search of a subject against Watch List using fin�
gerprints or iris.
The duration of the module is 3 training hours (1h classroom and 2h
of practical).
(is the same with module 2080)
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COURSE SERIES “11000”: Autonomous Vessel Protection
Detachment (VPD) Training
NATO ETOC code: MOP-MO-32011
Due to the specific
nature of and multina�
tional involvement in
Counter Piracy Opera�
tions and the success
of AVPD deployment
on board merchant ves�
sels, the vessel protec�
tion personnel (Allied and
partners) participating or
supporting such opera�
tions require advanced training in accordance with NATO standards
in order to improve interoperability.
To achieve this objective, the following training modules have
been developed for this course:
11010

Piracy Overview – History

11020

Pirate characteristics and modes of operation

11030

Employment of armed guards on merchant vessels

11040

Legal implications for the employment of armed guards

11050

Routine onboard merchant vessels

11060

Operational and training issues for armed guards

11070

Anti-piracy measures onboard merchant vessels

11080

Small arms training onboard a vessel

11085

Tactical movement onboard a vessel

11095

Emergency medical assistance and CASEVAC

11100

Piracy case studies

11200

Implementation of ship protection measures and contin�
gency planning

11300

Threat identification and ROE implementation
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General information pertinent to all “11000 series” modules
Class Size: Max: 24 and Min: 10 trainees
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Trainees must have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Fair/2)
2/ Speaking (Fair/2)
3/ Reading (Fair/2)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 2222)
b. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in word processing and
Power Point Presentation.
Note: The trainee group can use its own interpreter in case
the language standards are not met. In such a case the allocated
time per module will be increased accordingly.
NMIOTC Resources: Minimum resources required for the com�
pletion of this course are 4 classrooms equipped with multimedia
capabilities including interactive boards/lectures/internet access
(for syndicate work), NMIOTC intranet library and handouts.
Accreditation: The Course is accredited as “NATO LISTED” and
is open to NATO, Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean Dia�
logue (MD), Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) and Partners across
the Globe (PatG) countries.
Course Duration: The course will occur over 5 working days
(1 week).
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“11000 series” Module description
MODULE 11010: Historical Background of Piracy and Current
Situation
Description: Trainees will develop
an understanding of appropriate gener�
al theoretical knowledge and historical
facts referring to the current situation
of piracy.
Specific Objectives: Students will
explain the historical background of
piracy by:
1. Explaining the historical evolution of the piracy phenomenon.
2.

Recalling main terms and definitions related to piracy.

3. Describing political and economical factors affecting piracy.
4. Describing the implications of piracy on the international
community.
5. Describing the international community response to piracy.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.

MODULE 11020: Pirates’ Characteristics and Their Modes of
Operation
Description: Trainees will dis�
cuss on TTP’s, equipment, pirate action
groups PAG’s, in order to have a better
understanding of the methods used. It
is considered as imperative knowledge
which must be taken into account, when
planning for CP ops takes place.
Objectives: Student will outline
pirates’ characteristics and their modes of operation by:
1. Explaining the main distinctive characteristics of the
pirates in the Area of Operation.
2. Explaining the modes of operation of the pirates in the
Area of Operation.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 11030: Employment of Armed Guards Onboard
Merchant Vessels
Description:
Trainees
will analyze the rise of armed
guards employment as one of
the elements used to counter
piracy.
Specific Objectives: ����
Stu�
dents shall analyze the process
that led to the employment of
armed guards on board mer�
chant vessels by:
1.           
Describing    
the            
development   
of    
the    
VPD    
and      
PCASP     
con�
cepts as a counter-piracy tool.
2.

Explaining caveats derived from the national legislations.

3.

Analyzing the effect of the employment of armed guards.

4. Describing the current and possible trends of the armed
guards’ phenomenon.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.

MODULE 11040: Legal Implications for the Employment of
Armed Guards
Description: Students will
learn the specific legal implications
for the employment of armed
guards IAW national and interna�
tional legislation.
Specific Objectives: Stu�
����
dents shall outline the specific
legal implications for the employ�
ment of armed guards IAW national and international legislation by:
1. Outlining International legislation related to piracy and
armed guards.
2. Explaining caveats derived from national legislations
regarding armed guards.
3.

Applying operation specific ROE profiles.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 11050: Routine Onboard Merchant Vessels
Description: Trainees will learn
about the routine operations and
watch procedures on board merchant
vessels.
Specific Objectives: Students
shall describe how a merchant vessel
operates by:
1. Outlining the roles of the
main actors involved in the shipping
industry.
2. Explaining the civilian crew members’ roles and responsi�
bilities.
3. Explaining the watch procedures on board a merchant vessel.
sea.

4.

Describe the routine on board a merchant vessel in port/at

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.

MODULE 11060: Operational and Training Issues of Armed
Guards Onboard Merchant Vessels
Description: Trainees will illus�
trate the main operational and train�
ing issues of armed guards on board
merchant vessels.
Specific Objectives: Students
shall illustrate the main operational
and training issues of armed guards
on board merchant vessels by:
1. Pointing out the operational
issues regarding the use of armed guards.
2. Outlining the training issues regarding the required capa�
bilities of armed guards.
3. Discussing the implications of the standardization process
regarding the training and operational issues.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 11070: Anti-piracy Measures Onboard Merchant
Vessels
Description: Trainees
will ������������������������
interpret the anti-pira�
cy measures on board mer�
chant vessels from a military
perspective, with accent on
AVPD integration.
Specific Objectives:
Students will interpret the
anti-piracy measures from a
military perspective by:
1. Presenting the pro�
visions of the latest Best
Management Practices.
2.

Discussing the effectiveness of the ship security measures.

The duration of the Module is 1 training hour.

MODULE 11080: Small Firearms Training Onboard a Vessel
Description: Trainees will learn
how to safely use small arms on board
a vessel.
Specific Objective: Students
shall be able to utilize small arms in
vessels’ confined compartments.
The duration of the module is 4 hours.
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MODULE 11085: Tactical Movement Onboard a Vessel
(Defensive Posture)
Description: Trainees will
receive training on how to execute
tactical movement on board a ship.
Specific Objectives: Student
shall be able to execute tactical
movement on ships by:
1. Applying tactical movement
procedures on the outer decks of a
vessel.
2.
phase.

Using key tactical positions during the pirate approach

3.

Using key tactical positions during the withdrawal phase.

4.

Applying tactical movement procedures in passageways.

The duration of the module is 5 training hours.

MODULE 11095: Emergency Medical Assistance and CASEVAC
Description: Trainees will learn
basic medical assistance and CASE�
VAC procedures.
Specific Objectives: Students
shall be able to deliver basic medical
assistance by:
1. Appraising the casualty’s
level of consciousness.
2.

Controlling the casualty’s lethal bleedings.

3.

Managing the casualty’s airway problems.

4.

Dealing with the casualty’s chest wounds.

5.

Dealing with the casualty’s circulation problems.

6.

Recognizing the first-aid equipment and its usage.

7.

Describing the activation of the 9-line CASEVAC procedure.

The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 11100: Piracy Case Studies
Description: Students
will examine piracy cases rel�
evant to the employment of
armed guards and analyze the
decisions made by the team
leaders.
Objectives:
Students
shall examine piracy events by:
1.

Describing the chain of events for each specific case.

2.

Outlining the legal implications for each specific case.

3.

Analyzing the decision-making process.

4.

Proposing alternative course of action for each case.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.

MODULE 11200: Implementation of SPM and contingency
planning
Description: The students will
learn to Implement SPMs and create
SOPs for contingency planning.
Objectives: Students shall imple�
ment SPMs relevant to the merchant
vessel’s characteristics by:
1. Identifying vulnerabilities and implementing SPMs on the
training platform.
2.

Establishing contingency SOPs.

3.

Evaluating the implementation and planning.

The duration of the module is 4 training hours.
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MODULE 11300: Threat identification/ROE implementation
Description: Trainees
will learn how identify the
threat and take appropriate
measures, while observing
ROEs.
Specific
Objectives:
Students shall identify the
threat and take appropriate
measures, while observing
ROEs by:
1. Identifying vulnerabilities and implementing SPMs on the
training platform.
2.

Developing contingency SOPs.

3. Conducting the protection of a merchant vessel from an
attack.
The duration of the module is 4 training hours.
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COURSE SERIES “12000”: MIO in a C-IED (AtN) Maritime
Environment
NATO ETOC code:
IED-ED-31904

Given the unique nature of Maritime Interdiction Operations
(MIO) and the fact that naval and other forces are facing an increas�
ing threat from individuals and groups employing asymmetric tac�
tics to overcome superior military capability; countering this kind
of threat in the maritime environment is as important as maintain�
ing operational initiatives on land. Within the Countering Impro�
vised Explosive Devices (C-IED) in the Maritime Environment (CME)
program of work, NATO has identified a need for boarding teams
and operating forces to be trained so as to enhance personnel and
units’ readiness prior to deployment in MIO.
This course aims to educate and train international boarding
team personnel in NATO TTPs to undertake expedient weapons
intelligence tasks on board vessels and other maritime infrastruc�
ture in support of C-IED operations. On completion of the Course
students will be able to:
a. Provide IED threat awareness and search principles that
support the Attack the Network (AtN), C-IED main line of effort.
b. Apply pre-boarding requirements (key considerations
for conducting vessel search, tactical considerations, required
resources and on-board actions).
c. Apply Knowledge/skills/techniques in support of C-IED
in the Maritime Environment (CME) (On-Board Site Exploitation,
perform evidence/biometrics collection, Vessel/people search)
through mentored exercises, a Table Top Exercise (TTX) and a Final
Tactical C-IED Exercise (FTX).
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The key lessons and structure of the course is shown in the table
below:
12010

Overview of the IED threat globally(Groups, trends, mari�
time context)

12020

Fundamentals of the NATO C-IED approach and CME appli�
cation

12030 Attack the Networks Operations
12040 Make-up of an IED and the Threat to Boarding Teams
12050 Level 2exploitationseaborne facility overview
12060 IED Precursor Materials
12070

Threat Assessment (Vessel Search - Theory Threats and
Safety Considerations)

12080

Planning Maritime Search Ops Key Considerations
(Search Team Make-up/Search Equipment)

12090 Maritime Site Exploitation/Concept
12100 Person Search Theory and Demonstration
12110

Intelligence Collection for Exploitation
(Collection and Recording Theory – considerations in CME)

12120 Exploitation On-Board (Forensic Handling)
12130 Maritime Search Practical Exercise (Mentored)
12140 TTX (Pre-event team preparation)
12150

2 Mentored Exercises (Search and Exploit a Vessel/small
boat)

12160 Biometrics Collection with SEEK II Device
12170 Final Tactical IED Exercise

General information pertinent to all “12000 series” modules
Class Size: Max: 24 and Min: 8 students
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Students should have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Fair/2)
2/ Speaking (Good/3)
3/ Reading (Fair/2)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 2322)

5/25

Analysis

React
To
IED

RTE
Clear

Exploit

VP
Check

ISTAR

Targeting

Cultural Issues, Root Causes of Unrest
Needs, Wants, Desires of the Population

b. Computer skills: Students
���������������������������������������
should be familiar with Micro�
soft Word and PowerPoint.
Course Length: The course will occur over 5 working days (1
week).
NMIOTC Resources: Minimum resources required for the com�
pletion of this course are 4 classrooms equipped with multimedia
capabilities including interactive boards/lectures/internet access
(for syndicate work), simweapons/dummy weapons, fixed training
platforms and sea-borne target vessel/boat, RHIBs and other inser�
tion platforms, Search Equipment including hand held metal detec�
tors/cameras,Basic Exploitation Equipment (evidence collection/
forensics), Two (2) Specialist Instructors, SEEK II Devices for Bio�
metrics collection,Role Players and Safety personnel and Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) as necessary.
Accreditation: The Course is accredited as “NATO APPROVED”
and is open to NATO, Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean
Dialogue (MD), Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI), releasable also to
ISAF Troop Contributing Nations (TCNs), that have expressed a keen
interest in the subject matter, Partners across the Globe (PatG) and
Boarding Team members or equivalent civilian personnel who are
involved in Maritime Security and MIO, potentially related with C-IED
in the Maritime Environment.
Other: The Course is focused on the C-IED “Attack the Network
(AtN)” main line of effort and is classified as “NATO UNCLASSIFIED”.
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“12000 series” Module description
MODULE 12010 - Overview of the IED Threat Globally –
Groups, Trends, Maritime Context
Description: Provide an overview of
the Global threat based on recent IED and
other incidents worldwide using contempo�
rary open source reporting media.
Additional areas covered:
1. IED and other attacks carried out
during the last 12 months.
2. Other attacks and information of
interest.
3.

Maritime events.

Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1. Describe IED and other attacks carried out in the maritime
domain.
2.

Analyze IED Events.

3.

Evaluate the current threat.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 12020 - Fundamentals of the NATO C-IED Approach
and General CME Application
Description: Provide the
Fundamentals of the NATO
C-IED approach such as an
Introduction to C-IED, an over�
view of C-IED methodology
and an overview of CME appli�
cation.
ered:

Additional

C-IED
(To defeat the IED
System)

areas
����������
cov�

1. C-IED
Operational
Shifts and Evolution.

Prepare
the Force

Attack the
Networks

Defeat
the
Device

2. The Perpetrator IED
System.
Objectives: Upon com�
pletion students will be able
to:

Understanding and Intelligence

1. State NATO C-IED and
AtN fundamentals.
2.

Explain the Pillars of C-IED Strategy.

3.

Explain a typical IED Threat Network.

4.

Understand the Adversary IED System - Key Support Areas.

5.

Outline the C-IED Process.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 12030 - Attack the Networks Operations

EXPLOIT

ANALYSE

Description: Provide the def�
inition of a terrorist network, an
overview of attack methodology
and an overview of the F3EA-D
(Find, Fix, Finish, Exploit, Analyze)
process.

FIND

FINISH

Additional areas covered:
1. AtN benefits vs effort.

FIX

3.

2. Threat assessment intro�
duction.

Site exploitation introduction.

Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1.

Explain a Terrorist Network.

2.

Understand the anatomy of an Attack.

3.

Describe the AtN – Targeting process (F3EA–D Method).

4. Illustrate the Threat Assessment based on Intelligence
(Capability, Intent, Opportunity).

ess.

5.

Summarize requirements for tactical site exploitation.

6.

Establish������������������������������������������������
a Chain of Evidence/Continuity of Evidenceproc�

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.

MODULE 12040 - Make-up of an IED and the Threat to Boarding
Teams
Description: Provide a
concise overview of IED com�
ponents, the identification
criteria, the IED classification
and a Water-borne IED (WBIED)
introduction.
ered:
tion.

Additional

Arming Switch

Safe/Arm
Indicator

Power Source

areas
����������
cov�

1.

IED methods of initia�

2.

IED components.

3.

Suicide devices.

4.

Maritime devices.

Main Change

Initiator

Danger Explose

Firing Switch

Objectives: Upon com�
pletion students will be able
to:
1.

Summarize the Basic IED Make-up/Components of an IED.

2.

Classify IEDs– by method of initiation.

3. Differentiate between common explosive payloads Mili�
tary Explosive/HME, Incencendiary etc.
4. Recognise differences between WBIEDs and land used
examples.
5. Explain the technical advantages and disadvantages of
enemy use of WBIEDs.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 12050 –Level 2 exploitation sea-borne facility overview
Description:
Provides
trainees with an overview of
the concept of exploitation lev�
els and the potential for devel�
opment of a sea-borne Level 2
facility.
Additional areas covered:
1. Capabilities, techniques
and products of Level 1 (Board�
ing Team) Exploitation Opera�
tions
2. Capabilities, techniques
and products of Level 2 (The�
atre of Operations/Sea-borne)
Exploitation Operations
3. Capabilities, techniques
and products of Level 3 (Reachback) Operations
Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1.          
Recognize    
the      
value   
of             
intelligence         
gathered     
from        
differ�
ing levels of Exploitation
2. Analyze the requirements and resources necessary to
establish and operate a Level 2 sea-borne Exploitation facility
3. Make recommendations to Command and Staff to improve/
widen the capabilities of Level 1 Operations to shorten the intelli�
gence cycle.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 12060 – IED Precursor Materials
Description: Provide a concise
overview of precursor materials, iden�
tification criteria and their relevance
to MIO.
Additional areas covered:
1. Common precursors – main
charges and initiators.
2.

Basic Explosive Chemistry.

3.

Home Made Explosives (HME).

4.

Program Global Shield.

Objectives: Upon completion stu�
dents will be able to:
1.

Understand the Programme Global Shield.

2.

Gain basic awareness of HME (Mixture, Compounds).

3.

Understand the usage of HME in IEDs.

4. Exercise safe handling and evidence submission techniques
in find situations.
The durationof the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 12070 –Threat Assessment
(Vessel Search - Theory Threat and Safety Considerations)
Description: Provide a con�
cise overview of threat assess�
ment and evaluation in respect
of operational effectiveness and
mission success.
Additional areas covered:
1.
ments
2.

Maritime threat assess�
Safety aspects

Objectives: Upon comple�
tion students will be able to:
1. Conduct an effective
Threat Assessment.
2.
ment.
3.

Assess on-site factors affecting a dynamic Threat Assess�
Review Case Studies.

The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 12080 – Planning Maritime Search Ops Key Considerations
(Search Team Make-up/Search Equipment)
Description: Provide a concise over�
view of vessel search, methodology for
vessel search, MIO and C-IED context.
Additional areas covered:
1. Search operations within mari�
time C-IED.
2. Types of search (generic).
3. Search equipment.
4. RAG assessment process.
5. Hazards.
Objectives: Upon completion stu�
dents will be able to:
1. Review case studies.
2. Execute Vessel Search – Planning.
3. Perform ��������������
Vessel Search ��������
- Proce�
dures.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.

MODULE 12090 – Maritime Site Exploitation/Concept
Description: The module’s main
objective is to provide an introduc�
tion to Maritime site exploitation and
essential information regarding evi�
dence collection and preservation.
Objectives: Upon
students will be able to:
1.

completion

State the Intelligence Cycle.

2. Explain the levels of Intelli�
gence Exploitation.
3. Identify the purpose of gath�
ering evidence.
The duration of the module is 1�������
train�
ing hour.
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MODULE 12100 - Person Search Theory and Demonstration
WEAKNESS AREAS

Description: The mod�
ule’s main objective is to pro�
vide an introduction to board�
������
ing teams and other personnel
regarding searching persons
of interest in order to gather
intelligence
Objectives: Upon com�
pletion students will be able to:
1. Explain categories of
Person Search;
2.
ment;

Utilize search equip�

3. Recognize detail and
key indicators affecting the
search (e.g. clothing, body lan�
guage, etc.);
4.
Perform initial and
detailed person search;
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 12110 –Intelligence Collection for Exploitation
(Collection and Recording Theory – Considerations in CME)
Description: Provide a
concise overview of foren�
sics and biometrics in order
to promote awareness for CIED operations. Such aware�
ness enhances the intelli�
gence and value of materials
recovered during boarding
operations.

Additional areas covered:
1.

Tactical forensics.

2.

Biometrics.

3.

Types of Evidence.

4.

Evidence Handling.

5.    
End   
to    
End          
Exploita�
tion Enterprise (E2E3).
Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1.

Handle forensic evidence and material.

2.

Review the types of Evidence.

3.

Explain the principles of Evidence Handling.

4.

Gain evidence for prosecution.

The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 12120 –Exploitation On-Board (Forensic Handling)
Description: Provide a
concise overview of intelli�
gence collection principles and
techniques, methodology for
evidence collection,MIO and CIED context
Additional areas covered:
1. Intelligence collection.
2. Evidence collection.
3. Exploitation.
Objectives: Upon comple�
tion students will be able to:
1. Perform Intelligence
Collection – Planning.
2.

Perform Intelligence Collection – Preparation.

3.

Conduct Intelligence Collection Operations – Actions.

4.

Recognize Items of Interest.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 12130 – Maritime Search Practical Exercise (Mentored)
Description: Students will
assume the role of boarding and
search personnel. The class will
be divided into syndicates who
will themselves appoint a search
coordinator, recorder and team
members.
Additional areas covered:
1. Identify areas of a ves�
sel or port/harbor facilities
which may lend themselves to
the concealment of contraband
items or search targets of inter�
est;
2. Identify search targets e.g.: Documents, Magnetic Media,
Explosives (Military/Commercial/Homemade) Explosive compo�
nents, Weapons (Assault Rifles, Sub-machine guns, Pistols);
3. Identify search targets that mayexpected to be located in
accommodation and administrative areas and may be person-borne;
Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1. Carry out a systematic search of the accommodation and
administrative areas on board avessel as designated by the search
advisor.
The duration of the module is 2-3 training hours.
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MODULE 12140 – TTX (Pre-event Team Preparation)
Description: A Table Top
Exercise (TTX) will be the setting
fortrainees to prepare themselves
for the Final Tactical Exercise. A
scenario will be provided with dif�
ferent tasks for each syndicate.
Additional areas covered:
1.

Mission assessment;

2.

Threat Assessment;

3.

Resources required;

4.

Conduct of search/exploitation tasks;

5.

Reporting;

Objectives: Upon completion Syndicates will be able to:
1.

Provide a concise briefing on the plan;

2.

Providesearch and collection plans;

3.

Provide a relevant threat briefing;

4.

Provide a relevantsafety briefing for the search task;

5.

Identify the resources required;

6.

Identify correctly the phases of the task;

The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 12150 –2 Mentored Exercises (Search and Exploit a
Vessel/Small Boat)
Description: Students
will assume the role of
boarding and search per�
sonnel. The class will be
divided into syndicates
who
will
themselves
appoint a search coordi�
nator, recorder and team
members.
ered:

Additional areas cov-

1. Search targets like: Documents, Magnetic Media, Explosives
(Military/Commercial/Homemade) Explosive components, Weapons
(Assault Rifles, Sub-machine guns, Pistols);
2. Search targets that are expected to be located in accom�
modation and administrative areas and may be person-borne;
Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to carry
out a systematic search of the accommodation and administrative
areas on board the vessel as designated by the search advisor.
The duration of the module is 3 training hours.
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MODULE 12160 – Biometrics Collection with SEEK II Device
Description: The module’s
main objective is to introduce
basic knowledge and the neces�
sity of proper evidence collection
handling through SEEK II Device.
Objectives: Upon comple�
tion of the course, the trainee will
be able to:
1. Describe the biometrics
collection process and principles;
2. Comprehend the impor�
tance of evidence collection dur�
ing MIOs and apply the basic prin�
ciples;
3.

Describe the SEEK II device;

4. Apply correct procedures
for collection of flat and rolled
fingerprints;
5.

Scan irises using SEEK II;

6. Properly collect photos
of a subject in different biomet�
rics collection modes;
The duration of the module is 2
training hours.
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MODULE 12170 – Final Tactical IED Exercise
Description: A final Tacti�
cal Exercise will be conducted in
vicinity of NMIOTC (Training plat�
forms, underway vessels). Pur�
pose of the Exercise is to con�
solidate lessons, assess planning
and practical skills for maritime
search and exploitation tasks.
Students will assume the role of
boarding and search personnel.
The groupwill be divided into
task teams by the appointed
Boarding Officer. Teams will act
IAW the plan prepared during
the TTX.
Objectives: Upon comple�
tion students will be able to:
1. Conduct a pre-planned
search during a boarding opera�
tion;
2. Carry out a systemat�
ic search of vessel in accord�
ance with the Search Advisor’s
instructions;
3.        
Process    
all      
finds   
of     
per�
sonnel and materiel in a safe and
controlled manner which maxi�
mizes the evidential value;
4. Record search objectives and finds for subsequent, postevent reporting. (The NMIOTC Search Record will be used for this
training);
The duration of the module is 5-6 training hours.
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COURSE SERIES “13000”: Maritime Interdiction Operations
in Support of International Efforts to Counter Human
Trafficking Activities at Sea
NATO ETOC code: MOP-MO-32015
The
world
is
facing an escalating
migration crisis, with
unprecedented waves
of people (almost a mil�
lion in 2016) fleeing to
Europe. These waves
consist of both refu�
gees forced to flee to
save their lives or pre�
serve their freedom,
as well as economic
migrants, moving in
order to improve their lives. Since people composing these mixed
flows are unable to enter a particular state legally, they often
employ the services of human smugglers and embark on very
unseaworthy vessels and in dangerous seas. Enabled by criminal
gangs, this flow of migrants and refugees is putting enormous
pressure on the countries affected. NATO has decided to provide
support to the international efforts to stem human trafficking
and illegal migration, primarily in the Mediterranean Sea. Facing this
challenge, NMIOTC has developed a training product to fulfill the
education and training requirements of NATO units attempting to
tackle these issues.
The aim of this course is to assist the Command Team of a
Naval Unit to efficiently plan for and conduct Migration Related
Operations. It is a broad training package that introduces the
trainees to various aspects of the Migration issues in the maritime
domain with primary focus on safety and security. It offers a range
of theoretical and practical modules based on NATO standards and
internationally recognized best practices.
The course is organized to cover both the theoretical and
practical aspects of a migration related operation. The course has
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four main chapters focusing on different aspects of the training:
Raise the Awareness, Prepare the Unit, Enhance Practical Skills and
Decision Making; witch each chapter having its own set of modules.
The module structure of the course is shown in the table below:
“Raise the Awareness” Modules
13110

Migration Overview– History, evolution and ongoing
operations

13120 Legal Aspects in Migration Related Operations
13130

Migrant Smugglers’ Characteristics and Models of
Operation
“Prepare the Unit” Modules

13210 Operation Phases and Unit’s Organization
13220 Medical Issues in Migration Related Operations
13230 Psychological Aspects during Migration Related Operations
13240

Cultural Aspects (gender, religious, etc.) in Migration
Related Operations

13250

Case Studies and Lessons Learned during Migration Related
Operations
“Enhance Practical Skills” Modules

13310 SAR procedures
13320 NATO Biometrics and Evidence Collection
“Decision Making” Modules
13410 Migration Related Table Top Exercise
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General information pertinent to all “13000 series” modules
Class size: Max: 16 and Min: 8 trainees
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Trainees should have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Fair/2)
2/ Speaking (Fair/2)
3/ Reading (Fair/2)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 2222)
b. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in word processing and
Power Point Presentation.
c.

Basic understanding of Search and Rescue Operations.

Accreditation: : The Course is accredited as “NATO LISTED” and
is open to NATO, Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean Dia�
logue (MD), Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) and Partners across
the Globe (PatG) countries
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“13000 series” Modules’ description
MODULE 13110 - – Migration Overview – History, Evolution
and Ongoing Operations
Description: The mod�
ule’s main objective is to
provide an overview of
the causes of the massive
flows of migrating people,
the historical data for this
phenomenon and how the
world is trying to deal with
the issue.
Objectives: Upon com�
pletion of the module, the
trainees will be able to:
1.
them.
2.

Explain the different types of migration and what causes
State the ways people find to migrate to a country.

3. Summarize the social, political and economical impact on
the receiving countries.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 13120 - Legal Aspects in Migration Related Operations
Description: The main objec�
tive of this module is to introduce
trainees to the legal regimes regu�
lating migration related operations
at sea, presenting a comprehensive
overview of the legal aspects and
concerns arising in such operations.
After an introduction to the Interna�
tional Law of the Sea and jurisdiction extending to various maritime
zones, focus will be given to the distinction between human traf�
ficking and human smuggling, and among different kinds of migra�
tion. Further emphasis will be paid to the concerns and necessary
precautions for the legal and humanitarian standards to be met
during human beings related operations.
Objectives: Upon completion of the module, the trainees will
be able to:
1.

Illustrate International Law of the Sea basic concepts.

2.

Identify various maritime zones and jurisdiction over them.

3. Distinguish different types of migration at sea from a legal
point of view.
4. Discuss over basic legal framework and procedures for
migration and refugee related operations.
5. Identify key legal and humanitarian issues and concerns in
the process of these operations.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 13130 - Migrant Smugglers’ Characteristics and
Models of Operation
Description: The modules’
main objective is to present the
trainees with the latest tenden�
cies in the illicit acts of smuggling
people across sea borders and on
the high seas.
Objectives: Upon complet�
ing this module, the trainees will
be able to:
1.

State the main routes the migrant smugglers use.

2 Define the tactics and procedures the smugglers use to
conduct their illicit acts.
3.

Analyze the probable ways to intercept their movement.

4.

Predict the possible ways of development of their TTPs.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 13210 - Operation Phases and Unit’s Organization
Description: The mod�
ule’s main objective is to
present the trainees with the
common phases of a migra�
tion related operation and the
ways to prepare and organize
the unit for participation in
such an operation. The module
will also provide knowledge
on some of the duties and responsibilities of the involved personnel
in such an operation.
Objectives: Upon completion the trainees will be able to:
tion.

1.

Describe the common phases in a migration related opera�

2. Properly undertake the needed preparations for safely and
securely conducting the unit’s task.
3. Identify the most critical parts in executing the operation
and plan for them.
4. Point out different ways of handling complications which
may arise during execution of the task.
5. State the teams, groups and individual specialists involved
during a conduct of illegal immigration related operation.
6. Describe the assigned duties to the personnel according to
the unit’s organization.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 13220 - Medical Issues in Migration Related Operations
Description: The module’s main
objective is to present the audience
with relevant information regarding
infectious diseases that the involved
personnel may be exposed to while
dealing with large masses of migrat�
ing people, as well as guidelines for
basic medical care that should be
provided to the migrants.
Objectives: Upon completion the trainees will be able to:
1. List the infectious diseases that personnel may be in con�
tact with.
2. Take precautions while dealing with migrants to avoid con�
taining these diseases.
3. Describe the steps for providing medical care to migrants
at sea.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 13230 - Psychological Aspects during Migration
Related Operations
Description: The mod�
ule’s two main objectives are
to familiarize the trainees with
the psychological status of
the migrants trying to reach
other countries by sea and the
unit’s crew psychology during
an encounter with migrants. In
the recent years the migrants
take the perilous maritime
routes endangering their and
their relatives’ lives. Trainees will be able to better understand the
motives behind this risk and prepare for what people they might
encounter in regards to the psychological condition. Furthermore,
the culture’s peculiarities of the countries from where most of the
migrants arrive are explained.
Objectives: Upon completion the trainees will be able to:
1. Better prepare in order to mitigate the risky behavior of
the migrants caused by their psychological state.
2. Obtain the proper mind state before and during encoun�
ters with migrants at sea.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 13240 - Cultural Aspects (gender, religious, etc.)
during Migration Related Operations
Description:
The
module’s main objective
is to prepare the trainees
in order to better handle
issues that may arise due
to cultural differences
Due to the different ori�
gins and habits, cultural
misunderstandings
are
common to occur, leading to unintentional offences on both sides.
In order to avoid it, this module teaches what to take in consider�
ation while handling migrants and touches subjects like, family ties,
gender issues, religious specifics and others that may influence the
operation.
Objectives: Upon completion the trainees will be able to
avoid cultural misunderstandings with regards to gender, religion,
and other.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 13250 - Case Studies and Lessons Learned in Illegal
Immigration Related Operations
Description: The mod�
ule’s main objective is to
present the trainees with
an actual case of a migrant
rescue and the proper and
improper actions taken dur�
ing that case, followed by
a discussion on the various
courses of action that could
have been taken. The train�
ees will also discuss critical Lessons Learned in the migration related
operations at sea and be presented with the obstacles participating
units faced during conduct of such operations.
Objectives: Upon completion the trainees will be able to:
1. Plan for challenges while conducting an illegal migration
related operation.
2. Perform better in decision making in complicated situa�
tions while dealing with migrants at sea.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 13310 – Search and Rescue (SAR) Procedures
Description: Trainees
will receive the knowledge
to accurately determine
the area where the survi�
vors will be located during
Creeping line
Expanding Square
Sector
a Search and Rescue Opera�
tion at sea. The module is
comprised of both theoretical and practical lectures as well as a
Table-Top Exercise (TTX) to even further constitute the knowledge
in SAR Ops.
Objectives: Upon completion the trainees will be able to:
1. Illustrate the factors and the forces that are affecting the
datum of the area.
2.

Develop a comprehensive SAR plan.

3.

Determine the best search patterns to be used.

4.

Analyze the plan variables.

5.

Plan a complete SAR operation (TTX) for the unit.

The duration of the module is 3 training hours.
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MODULE 13320 – NATO Biometrics and Evidence Collection
Description: The mod�
ule’s main objectives are to
provide the trainees with
the relevant knowledge on
the current policy, proce�
dures and trends in the field
of NATO biometrics and to
introduce the necessity of
proper evidence collection
handling and preservation of
crime scene.
Objectives: Upon com�
pletion of the course, the
trainees will be able to:
1.

Explain biometrics.

2. Describe biomet�
rics collection process and
principles.
3.

Explain Biometrics Enabled Intelligence.

4.

Describe Biometrics Enabled Watch List.

5. List biometrics collection methods and quality require�
ments.
6. Comprehend the importance of evidence collection during
MIOs and apply the basic principles.
7.

Understand the requirement to preserve the crime scene.

The duration of the module is 3 training hours.
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MODULE 13410 – Migration Related Table Top Exercise
Description: The mod�
ule’s main objective is to
improve the team’s abili�
ties in decision making with
regards to migration at sea.
Different table top scenari�
os will be given to the train�
ees requiring them to pro�
pose courses of action and
reacting to inject from the
instructors.
The scenarios may be tailored to the needs of the participants
upon their request focusing more on certain and less on other
aspects of a migration related operation in order to fulfill their
training requirements.
The duration of the module is 7 training hours.
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COURSE SERIES “14000”: Maritime-Improvised Explosive
Device Disposal (M-IEDD)
NATO ETOC code:

IED-ED-32008
Countering the threat from Improvised Explosive Devices
(IEDs) is a subject and goal that has been examined and strenuously
pursued by nations either afflicted directly by the threat at home
or through participating in expeditionary operations where the
IED was/is a prevalent menace. The IED, as an established explosive
threat to military and other operations, will undoubtedly continue
to feature as a weapon of choice against our forces and popula�
tions in the future as it does now. Past and current experiences
have clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of the IED in all types
of situation, including at sea and in ports, where the accepted con�
cepts of IEDD and Force Protection are being challenged in order
to better combat the IED threat and provide responses capable
of returning the situation to normal as safely and competently as
possible.
In order to better understand how to conduct M-IEDD opera�
tions in the Maritime Operating Environment the challenges and
limitations imposed by the environment have to be considered and
understood. In pursuing a viable concept to apply to M-IEDD opera�
tions, accepted principles of operation and best practices developed
over many years in the land domain cannot be set-aside by those
with maritime jurisdiction, but rather they must be considered and
then employed to underpin a M-IEDD concept for the development
of Techniques Tactics and Procedures (TTPs), as appropriate.
Furthermore, NMIOTC has developed this course in accordance
with NATO standards and guidelines aiming at mitigating the IED
threat focusing mostly on the “Defeat the Device (DtD)” line of
effort which is a critical supporting function necessary to preserve
the Alliance Center of Gravity (CoG) by minimizing casualties. This
M-IEDD
Course intends to cover the decisive condition in order to
respond to operational requirements to provide IEDD training capa�
bility to all Nations and Partners.
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This course aims to educate and train qualified EOD personnel
to competently undertake M-IEDD operations on-board vessels and
other maritime infrastructure in support of C-IED or other Maritime
Operations. On completion of the Course, students will be able to:
a. Understand the IED threat in the context of maritime
and related operations and how the basic principles of IEDD can be
successfully applied to task resolution.
b. Understand the core and specialist subject knowledge
including: specialist skills and render, safe techniques in support of
M-IEDD.
c. Understand the significance of the related subjects of
search and site exploitation (e.g. evidence preservation and collec�
tion, considerations during M-IEDD tasks).
d. Plan M-IEDD operations, including: task appreciation,
appraisal of tactical considerations in respect of the operating
environment, M-IEDD team make-up, required resources, access and
requisite on-board actions.
The key lessons and structure of the course is shown in the
table below:
14010

M-IEDD Concept/Principles for Operations

14020

M-IEDD Threat Assessment/Relevant Case Studies

14030

M-IEDD Task Assessment Process/Task Categorization

14040

Water-borne IEDs/Defeat Challenges and Considerations
Environmental Considerations and Limitations of
Maneuver and Hazards
Review of IEDD Current Best Practice and Doctrine
Maritime Operations, General EOD Integration with
Supporting Assets, Basic Standards for M-IEDD Operations
Vessel and Maritime Platform Access and Insertion
Considerations
TTX – Syndicate Exercise/M-IEDD Problem and Solution
Personnel and Resources Essential Equipment Scales,
Carriage and Type Selection for M-IEDD
M-IEDD Search Considerations and Operator Search
Techniques
Equipment Demonstration

14050
14060
14070
14080
14090
14100
14110
14120
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14130

Render Safe Procedures (RSP) Options

14140

M-IEDD Demonstration Task

14150

Integration of an IEDD Response into Assault Operations

14160

Syndicate and Individual Mini-tasks

14170

Final Tactical IEDD Exercise

General information pertinent to all “14000 series” modules
Class Size: Max: 24 and Min: 8 students
Prerequisites:
a. The course is open to qualified Explosive Ordnance Dis�
posal/Improvised Explosive Device Disposal personnel only.
b.         
Language             
proficiency:         
Students       
should     
have    
the     
fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/Listening (Fair/3)
2/Speaking (Good/2)
3/Reading (Fair/3)
4/Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 3232)
c. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in Word processing and
Power Point Presentation.
Course Length: The course will occur over 5 working days (1
week).
NMIOTC Resources: Minimum resources required for the com�
pletion of this course are a classroom equipped with multimedia
capabilities including interactive boards/lectures/internet access
(for syndicate work), sim-rounds, sim-weapons, fixed training
platforms and sea-borne target vessel/boat, RHIBs and other inser�
tion platforms, IEDD Tools and Equipment, Search Equipment, Basic
Exploitation Equipment, Two (2) Specialist Instructors, Role Players
and Safety personnel as necessary.
Accreditation: This Course has been accredited as a “NATO
LISTED” course by NATO and is open to NATO countries and Partners.
Other: The Course is focused on the C-IED “Defeat the Device”
pillar and is classified as “NATO UNCLASSIFIED”.
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“14000 series” Module description
MODULE 14010 - M-IEDD Concept/Principles for Operations
Description: This mod�
ule examines established IEDD
doctrine and how it can be
adapted for M-IEDD Opera�
tions.

C-IED
(To defeat the IED
System)

Additional areas covered:
1.

Basic Principles.

2.

Task Conduct.

3.

Task Categorization.

Prepare
the Force

Attack the
Networks

Objectives: Upon com�
pletion students will be able
to:
1. Understand the basic
principles of IEDD operations.
2. Understand the prem�
ise for M-IEDD operations in
meeting the established doc�
trinal requirements.
3.

Defeat
the
Device

Understanding and Intelligence

Use IEDD best practice to form M-IEDD SOPs.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 14020 - M-IEDD Threat Assessment/Relevant Case
Studies

INTENT

CAPABILITY

OPPORTUNITY

Description: This module introduc�
es the student to the threat and pro�
vides case studies for analysis and discus�
sion (syndicate work may be required). A
method of categorization for IEDs will be
introduced.
Additional areas covered:
1.

Information requirements.

2.

Water-borne IEDs (WBIED).

3. Categorization of WBIEDs by delivery method at surface/
below surface and assessment of same
Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1.

Carry out an M-IEDD threat assessment.

2.

Identify WBIED categories by delivery method.

3.

Assess general actions for each category.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 14030 - M-IEDD Task Assessment Process/Task
Categorization
Description: This mod�
ule recommends a method�
ology for assessing M-IEDD
tasks and applying the cor�
rect categorization for posi�
tive action and operations.
ered:

Additional areas
����������
cov-

1.

Best practice currently employed.

2.

Established procedures (doctrine).

3.

Environmental considerations.

Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1.

Carry out a task assessment.

2.

Correctly categorise an M-IEDD task.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 14040 - Water-borne IEDs/Defeat Challenges and
Considerations
Description: This module
investigates technical challenges in
dealing with WBIEDs and consider�
ations for positive EOD action.
Additional areas covered:

Approximate craft dimension: Length 2.75 metres
Width 1.5 metres

1.

At surface WBIEDs.

2.

Near surface WBIEDs.

3. Below surface WBIEDs (dis�
cussion).
Objectives: Upon completion
students will be able to assess types
of WBIEDs and present challenges
for RSP and other action

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.

MODULE 14050 - Environmental Considerations and Limitations
of Maneuver and Hazards
Description: This module con�
siders the impact of the environ�
ment on M-IEDD tasks and the haz�
ards arising from such operations.
Additional areas covered:
1.

Ships and other craft.

2.

Fixed assets.

Objectives: Upon completion
students will be able to:
1.
ment.
2.

     
State    
the hazards
        in
   operating
          in
   the
    maritime
         environ�
        
State limitations for maneuver and accessibility.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 14060 - Review of IEDD Current Best Practice and
Doctrine
Description: A review of
established doctrine and best prac�
tice for IEDD.
Additional areas covered:
1. Doctrine (unclassified).
2. Other documentation and
sources of reference (unclassified).
Objectives: Upon completion
students will be able to:
1. State elements of current doctrine applicable to M-IEDD
operations.
2.

Provide an overveiw of other applicable references.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.

MODULE 14070 - Maritime Operations, General EOD Integration
with Supporting Assets, Basic Standards for M-IEDD Operations
Description: This module pro�
vides an introduction to EOD inte�
gration into other Maritime Opera�
tions including MIO.
Additional areas covered:
1.
tions.

Light scales IEDD opera�

2. Considerations for EOD
integration into security teams.
3.

MIO application.

Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1.
State general requirements for EOD integration into
security teams.
2.
Provide an overview of the applications where EOD
teams and individuals operators can be utilised to enhance security
operations.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 14080 - Vessel and Maritime Platform Access and
Insertion Considerations
Description: This module
considers access and insertion
methods onto a variety of
maritime platforms.
ered:

Additional areas
����������
cov-

1.

Ships and other craft.

2.

Fixed assets.

Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1.

State requirements for asset access and insertion.

2. Provide an overview of the advantages and disadvantages
of various methods of insertion.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 14090 - TTX – Syndicate Exercise/M-IEDD Problem
and Solution
Description:
This
module gives the students
an opportunity to problem
solve realistic scenarios in
syndicate in preparation for
practical training activities
ered:

3.

Additional areas
����������
cov�
1.

Task appreciation.

2.

Risk assessment.

Estimate.

Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1.

Plan a M-IEDD task.

2.

Provide a task plan.

3.

Identify risk.

4.

Carry out a limited operational estimate.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 14100 - Personnel and Resources Essential Equipment
Scales, Carriage and Type Selection for M-IEDD
Description: This module investi�
gates equipment provision and scaling,
types of equipment and selection for
M-IEDD operations.
Additional areas covered:
1. Equipment levels in relation to
task categorization and operation.
2.

Technical aspects and advances.

Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1.

Select equipment appropriate to the misssion.

2.

Provide a load at list for phases of an operation.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.

MODULE 14110 - M-IEDD Search Considerations and Operator
Search Techniques
Description: This module provides
an overview of search techniques com�
patible with maritime operations.
Additional areas covered:
1.

Ships search.

2.

Operator search.

3.

Search planning.

Objectives: Upon completion stu�
dents will be able to:
1.

Plan a search operation.

2.

Carry out a search operation.

The duration of the module is 1 training
hour.
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MODULE 14120 - Equipment Demonstration
Description: A demonstration of
M-IEDD equipment in light scales operations.
Additional areas covered:
1.

Application.

2.

Likely outcomes.

Objectives: Upon completion stu�
dents will be able to select equipment
appropriate to the M-IEDD task.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.

MODULE 14130 - Render Safe Procedures (RSP) Options
Description: This module covers RSPs
in the maritime environment.
Additional areas covered:
1.

Best practice.

2.

Selection criteria.

3.

Application and outcomes.

Objectives: Upon completion stu�
dents will be able to:
1.

Select an RSP appropriateto the

2.
comes.

Assess and prepare for likely out�

task.

3.

Safely apply a RSP.

The duration of the module is 2 training
hours.
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MODULE 14140 - M-IEDD Demonstration Task
Description: Observe an M-IEDD demonstration task.
Additional areas covered:
1.

Procedures.

2.

Best practices.

Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1.

Replicate procedures shown.

2.

Follow best practices for task conduct and safety.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.

MODULE 14150 - Integration of an IEDD Response into
Assault Operations
Description: This module pro�
vides information on EOD integra�
tion into maritime assault teams.
Additional areas covered:
1.
2.
tasks.
3.

Team make-up.
EOD functions and implied
Training.

Objectives: Upon completion
students will be able to:
1. Statethe conditions for
EOD integration into assault teams.
2. Recognizethe
require�
ment for single-man EOD opera�
tions.
3. State basic requirements
for integration including training and equipment considerations.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 14160 - Syndicate Mini-tasks
Description: A series of mini-tasks
to test technical understanding, safety
and practical skills.
Additional areas covered:
1.

Single man operations.

2.

Team operations.

Objectives: Upon completion stu�
dents will be able to carry out M-IEDD tasks.
The duration of the module is 3 training hours.

MODULE 14170 – Final Tactical IED Disposal Exercise
Description: A final exercise to
consolidate knowledge and skills and
undertake M-IEDD tasks in a realistic
setting.
Additional areas covered are
light scales M-IEDD operations.
Objectives: Upon completion stu�
dents will be able to:
1.	����������������������
Consolidate the knowl�
edge and skills taught in order to under�
take M-IEDD operations.
2.
Plan and execute M-IEDD
tasks in consideration of the threat and
environment.
The duration of the module is 5 training
hours.
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COURSE SERIES “15000”: Maritime Interdiction Operations
in Support of International Efforts to Counter Human
Trafficking Activities at Sea
NATO ETOC Codes: -

The aim of this course is to assist the personnel of a Naval Unit
to efficiently conduct Migration Related Operations focusing on
improving practical knowledge and skills. It focuses on training of a
Migrant Crisis Response Group (MCRG) comprised of crew members
from naval units involved in operations dealing with protecting life
and interrupting migrant smuggling at sea. The course has four main
chapters focusing on different aspects of the training: Raise the
Awareness, Prepare the Unit, Enhance Practical Skills and Decision
Making. Each chapter has its own set of modules that are attended
by the MCRG.
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The module structure of the course is shown in the table below:
THEORETICAL TRAINING
“Raise the Awareness” Modules
15110

Migration Overview– History, evolution and ongoing oper�
ations

15120

Legal Aspects in Migration Related Operations

15130

Migrant Smugglers’ Characteristics and Models of
Operation
“Prepare the Unit” Modules

15210

Operation Phases and Unit’s Organization

15220

Medical Issues in Migration Related Operations

15230

Psychological Aspects during Migration Related Operations

15240

Cultural Aspects (gender, religious, etc.) in Migration
Related Operations

15250

Case Studies and Lessons Learned in Migration Related
Operations
PRACTICAL TRAINING
“Enhance Practical Skills” Modules

15310

Crowd Control and Non-lethal weapon Techniques

15320

Recovery of persons at sea

15330

NATO Biometrics and Evidence Collection

15340

Post Recovery Tactical Movements
“Decision Making” Modules

15410

Final Tactical Exercise
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General Information Pertinent to all “15000” Series
Class size: Max: 16 and Min: 10 persons
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Trainees should have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Fair/2)
2/ Speaking (Fair/2)
3/ Reading (Fair/2)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 2222)
b. Other proficiencies: Basic understanding of Search and
Rescue Operations, Skills in Small Arms Handling.
Accreditation: This Course is a pilot course, not yet accred�
ited by NATO and is open to NATO countries.
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“15000 series” Modules’ description
MODULE 15110 - Migration Overview/History, Evolution and
Ongoing Operations
Description: The module’s
main objective is to provide
an overview of the causes of
the massive flows of migrating
people, the historical data for
this phenomenon and how the
world is trying to deal with the
issue.
Objectives: Upon completion of the module, the trainees will
be able to:
1.
them.
2.

Explain the different types of migration and what causes
State the ways people find to migrate to a country.

3. Summarize the social, political and economical impact on
the receiving countries.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 15120 - Legal Aspects in Migration Related Operations
Description: The main objec�
tive of this module is to introduce
trainees to the legal regimes regu�
lating migration related operations
at sea, presenting a comprehensive
overview of the legal aspects and
concerns arising in such operations.
After an introduction to the Inter�
national Law of the Sea and jurisdic�
tion extending to various maritime
zones, focus will be given to the distinction between human traf�
ficking and human smuggling, and among different kinds of migra�
tion. Further emphasis will be paid to the concerns and necessary
precautions for the legal and humanitarian standards to be met
during human beings related operations.
Objectives: Upon completion of the module, the trainees will
be able to:
1.

Illustrate International Law of the Sea basic concepts.

2.

Identify various maritime zones and jurisdiction over them.

3. Distinguish different types of migration at sea from a legal
point of view.
4. Discuss over basic legal framework and procedures for
migration and refugee related operations.
5. Identify key legal and humanitarian issues and concerns in
the process of these operations.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 15130 – Migrant Smuggler Characteristics and Models
of Operation
Description: The modules’
main objective is to present the
trainees with the latest tenden�
cies in the illicit acts of smuggling
people across sea borders and on
the high seas.
Objectives: Upon completing
this module, the trainees will be
able to:
1.

State the main routes the migrant smugglers use.

2. Define the tactics and procedures the smugglers use to
conduct their illicit acts.
3.

Analyze the probable ways to intercept their movement.

4.

Predict the possible ways of development of their TTPs.

The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 15210 – Operation Phases and Unit’s Organization
Description: The module’s
main objective is to present the
trainees with the common phases
of a migration related operation
and the ways to prepare and orga�
nize the unit for participation in
such an operation. The module will
also provide knowledge on some
of the duties and responsibilities
of the involved personnel in such an operation.
Objectives: Upon completion the trainees will be able to:
tion.

1.

Describe the common phases in a migration related opera�

2. Properly undertake the needed preparations for safely and
securely conducting the unit’s task.
3. Identify the most critical parts in executing the operation
and plan for them.
4. Point out different ways of handling complications which
may arise during execution of the task.
5. State the teams, groups and individual specialists involved
during a conduct of illegal immigration related operation.
6. Describe the assigned duties to the personnel according to
the unit’s organization.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 15220 – Medical Issues in Migration Related Operations
Description: The module’s
main objective is to present the
audience with relevant informa�
tion regarding infectious diseases
that the involved personnel may
be exposed to while dealing with
large masses of migrating people,
as well as guidelines for basic
medical care that should be pro�
vided to the migrants.
Objectives: Upon completion the trainees will be able to:
1. List the infectious diseases that personnel may be in con�
tact with.
2. Take precautions while dealing with migrants to avoid con�
taining these diseases.
3. Describe the steps for providing medical care to migrants
at sea.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 15230 – Psychological Aspects during Migration
Related Operations
Description: The module’s
two main objectives are to famil�
iarize the trainees with the psy�
chological status of the migrants
trying to reach other countries
by sea and the unit’s crew psy�
chology during an encounter with
migrants. In the recent years the
migrants take the perilous mari�
time routes endangering their and their relatives’ lives. Trainees will
be able to better understand the motives behind this risk and pre�
pare for what people they might encounter in regards to the psy�
chological condition. Furthermore, the culture’s peculiarities of the
countries from where most of the migrants arrive are explained.
Objectives: Upon completion the trainees will be able to:
1. Better prepare in order to mitigate the risky behavior of
the migrants caused by their psychological state.
2. Obtain the proper mind state before and during encoun�
ters with migrants at sea.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 15240 – Cultural Aspects (gender, religious, etc) during
Migration during Related Operations
Description:
The
module’s main objective
is to prepare the trainees
in order to better handle
issues that may arise due
to cultural differences
Due to the different ori�
gins and habits, cultural
misunderstandings
are
common to occur, leading to unintentional offences on both sides.
In order to avoid it, this module teaches what to take in consider�
ation while handling migrants and touches subjects like, family ties,
gender issues, religious specifics and others that may influence the
operation.
Objectives: Upon completion the trainees will be able to
avoid cultural misunderstandings with regards to gender, religion,
and other.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 15250 - Case Studies and Lessons Learned in Migration
Related Operations
Description: The module’s
main objective is to present the
trainees with an actual case of a
migrant rescue and the proper and
improper actions taken during that
case, followed by a discussion on
the various courses of action that
could have been taken. The train�
ees will also discuss critical Lessons
Learned in the migration related operations at sea and be presented
with the obstacles participating units faced during conduct of such
operations.
Objectives: Upon completion the trainees will be able to:
1. Plan for challenges while conducting a migration related
operation.
2. Perform better in decision making in complicated situa�
tions while dealing with migrants at sea.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 15310 – Crowd Control and Non lethal Techniques
Description:
The
module’s main objective is
to familiarize the trainees
with techniques and pro�
cedures used to maintain
order with a large crowd
of people when the iden�
tity of the persons as indi�
viduals is lost and they act
as a crowd. This practi�
cal module incorporates
ways to verbally persuade
crowds to act according
to your request and maintain compliance while transferring groups
of people in a small boat while using verbal and non-lethal weapon
means.
Objectives: Upon completion the trainees will be able to:
1. Use techniques required to successfully persuade large
groups of people to follow your directions on a small boat or a ship.
2. Maintain control of the situation on a small boat using nonlethal weapon techniques.
The duration of the module is 1 training hours.
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MODULE 15320 - Recovery of Persons at Sea
Description: The mod�
ule’s main objective is to give
the opportunity to the train�
ees to practice and improve
their knowledge and abilities
in crowd control and nonlethal techniques while tak�
ing into consideration the
psychological aspects and the mindset of the migrants. During the
module the trainees will be put in a situation where they have to
direct a group of migrant to disembark the migrant vessel to your
unit’s asset (recovery boat/RHIB), maintain control of the situation
while transferring the migrants to your unit, and coordinate their
embarkation to own unit at the end.
Objectives: Upon completion the trainees will be able to:
1. Successfully transfer migrants from the migrant vessel to
your unit.
2.

Do contingency planning for the transfer of migrants.

The duration of the module is 2 training hours.
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MODULE 15330 – NATO Biometrics and Evidence Collection
Description: The mod�
ule’s main objectives are to
provide the trainees with
the relevant knowledge on
the current policy, proce�
dures and trends in the field
of NATO biometrics and to
introduce the necessity of
proper evidence collection
handling and preservation
of crime scene.
Objectives:
Upon
completion of the course,
the trainees will be able to:
1.

Explain biometrics.

2. Describe biomet�
rics collection process and
principles.
3.

Explain Biometrics Enabled Intelligence.

4.

Describe Biometrics Enabled Watch List.

5. List biometrics collection methods and quality require�
ments.
6. Comprehend the importance of evidence collection during
MIOs and apply the basic principles.
7.

Understand the requirement to preserve the crime scene.

The duration of the module is 3 training hours.
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MODULE 15340 – Post Recovery Tactical Movements
Description: This
module’s focuses on
the tactical movements
after all the migrants are
transferred to the unit.
During the training the
basic clearing fundamen�
tals are presented and
the trainees learn how
to clear corners, ladders,
and stairwells. Addition�
ally they will learn and
execute tactical movements in passageways, small compartments
and also on open decks.
Objectives: Upon completion the trainees will be able to:
1.

Apply tactical movement procedures in passageways.

2.

Clear passageways, stairwells and ladders.

3.

Apply compartment entry procedures.

The duration of the module is 6 training hours.
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MODULE 15410 – Final Tactical Exercise on illegal Immigration
Related Operations
Description: The module’s main
objective is to evaluate the unit’s
internal organization in terms of
effectiveness and safety in conduct�
ing an illegal immigration related
operation. During the FTX the unit
will execute a scenario, developed
by the NMIOTC instructors, where it
will be tasked to organize the trans�
fer of migrants from a migrant boat
to the unit and then do all the required steps in registering and
accommodating them.
The scenario may be tailored to the needs of the participants
upon their request focusing more on certain and less on other
aspects of an illegal immigration related operation in order to fulfill
their training requirements.
The duration of the module is 7 training hours.
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COURSE SERIES “16000”: Maritime aspects of Joint Operations.
NATO ETOC Code:
MOP-MO-22078
NMIOTC, has developed this course in order to cover the rec�
ognized need for familiarizing personnel/staff officers, who serve
in Joint HQs and have minimal to no naval background, with the
main aspects of the Maritime domain. The structure of the course
is shown in the table:
16010 Specific features of the maritime environment
Basic maritime force structure within NATO and subordi�
16020 nate entities, chain of command and the control of mari�
time forces
16030 Maritime Situational Awareness overview
16040 Concept of Maritime Operations
16050 Maritime logistical aspects within NATO operations
16060 Prominent threats in the maritime environment
16070 Maritime force contribution to Joint operations
Description: This one-week course is comprised of the above
seven modules which complement each other in the understand�
ing of maritime aspects in contribution to Operational Planning and
control of Joint Operations. Each lecture ends with an interactive
Q & A to enable students to develop and consolidate their under�
standing of the subject topic. Panel discussions will be used to
enable in-depth conversations with more than one lecturer, there�
by allowing contrasting viewpoints to be aired. Course material will
be given upon completion for reference.
Lectures are designed to provide students with a detailed
understanding of the content being presented and are followed
by brief, moderated Q&A sessions. Apart from these lectures, small
syndicates will perform table top exercises and provide back briefs
to amplify the class. Multimedia tools are used in a balanced and
constructive combination to enhance internalization of informa�
tion.
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General information pertinent to all “16000 series” modules
Class Size: Max: 24 and Min: 12 trainees
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Trainees should have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Good/3)
2/ Speaking (Good/3)
3/ Reading (Good/3)
4/ Writing (Good/3)
(SLP 3333)
b. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in Word processing and
Power Point Presentation.
Course Duration: The course will occur over 5 working days
(1 week).
NMIOTC Resources: Minimum resources required for the com�
pletion of this course are 2 classrooms equipped with multimedia
capabilities including interactive board/lectures/internet access
(for syndicate work).
Target Audience: NATO Countries Staff Officers (OF-2 to OF-5)
and NCOs (OR-7 to OR-9) from tactical, operational or strategic HQs.
Accreditation: The Course is accredited as “NATO APPROVED”.
Other: The Course is classified as “NATO Restricted”.
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“16000 series” Module description
MODULE 16010 - Specific features of the maritime environment
Description: Trainees will develop an understanding of appro�
priate general knowledge referring to the importance and specific
features of maritime environment as well as the basic legal frame�
work for the maritime environment and maritime operations.
Objectives: Upon completion of this module, the trainees will
be in position to understand the significance and special features of
maritime environment by:
1.
Illustrating the importance of maritime environment.
2.
Outlining inherent characteristics and unique attri�
butes of maritime forces.
3.
Explaining international legal regime regulating the
seas.
4.
Outlining coastal state jurisdiction and flag state pri�
macy.
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MODULE 16020 - Basic maritime force structure within NATO
and subordinate entities, chain of command and the control
of maritime forces
Description: Trainees will develop an understanding of NATO
maritime command structure, command and control and essential
operational capabilities of maritime forces.
Objectives: Upon completion of this module, the trainees will
be able to identify C2 maritime forces by:
1. Illustrating the maritime chain of command within the
NATO command structure.
2. Describing NATO’s Strategic approach to the maritime
domain.
3.

Identifying the delivery of NATO maritime power.
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MODULE 16030 - Maritime Situational Awareness overview
Description: Trainees will develop an understanding of NATO
concept for Maritime Situational Awareness.
Objectives: Upon completion of this module, the trainees will
be able to describe the Maritime Situational Awareness by:
1.

Illustrating the MSA cycle.

2. Displaying some examples of Maritime Situations (MARSIT)
and Pre-Planned Responses (PPR).
3. Labeling recommended information sharing actions taken
by each MOC.
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MODULE 16040 - Concept of Maritime Operations
Description: Trainees will develop an understanding of NATO’s
maritime requirements, NATO’s Strategic approach to the maritime
domain, and delivery of NATO Maritime Power.
Objectives: Upon completion of this module, the trainees
will be familiar with essential Operational Capabilities of Maritime
Forces in addition to Maritime Force Generation Procedures.
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MODULE 16050 - Maritime logistical aspects within NATO
operations
Description: Trainees will develop an understanding of NATO
Maritime logistical aspects focusing on differences in comparison
to NATO Land/Air logistical aspects.
Objectives: Upon completion of this module, the trainees will
be familiar with:
1. Afloat - Ashore Logistic Support & Reporting Procedures
for the maritime domain during joint operations.
2.

Logistic support in amphibious operation planning.
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MODULE 16060 - Prominent threats in the maritime environment
Description: Trainees will develop an understanding of serious
kind of threats in the maritime environment.
Objectives: Upon completion of this module, the trainees will
be able to identify various kinds of threats in the maritime environ�
ment by:
1. Describing methods of attack that can be used by an
adversary.
2.

Displaying CBRN, Mine, IED threats.
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MODULE 16070 - Maritime force contribution to Joint operations
Description: Trainees will develop an understanding in some
specific aspects of maritime force contribution to joint operations.
Objectives: Upon completion of this module, the trainees will be
able to identify the contribution of maritime forces to joint opera�
tions by:
1. Identifying maritime intelligence contribution to joint
operations.
2. Recognizing SOF contribution in ops to the maritime envi�
ronment.
3.

Reporting maritime contribution to joint targeting
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COURSE SERIES 17000: Train-the-Trainers Technical Instructor Course
NATO ETOC code: NMIOTC has identified a significant requirement for provid�
ing her personnel the required tools necessary to improve their
knowledge, skills, and experience in Special Teaching Subjects, get
familiar with new Educational Technology, Micro-teaching planning
and execution.
NMIOTC, in close cooperation with Hellenic Navy “PALASKAS”
Training Centre, has prepared the “Train-the-Trainers” Technical
Instructor Course aiming to provide participants with the overall
general familiarity with transmitting and certifying pedagogical
knowledge and enhance their presentation and speaking skills, key
to getting the message across.
Main concern of the Center is to cover her training needs in
the light of maintaining high quality standards to the level of avail�
able Instructors and in favor of newcomers after the completion
of the annual personnel replacement, annually, middle January. It
is important to ensure that the planned and systemic approach to
building, maintaining and improving the execution of Education and
Individual Training (E&IT) activities is in alignment with required stan�
dards in respect of the Quality Assurance Unconditional Accredita�
tion that NMIOTC has been awarded with, and in accordance with
the Bi-Strategic Command Directive 075-007.
This initiative is available to provide support to all Education
and Training Facilities (ETFs), Centers of Excellence (COEs), other
training Institutions and individuals.
Modular structure of the Course is as follows:
Special Teaching Subjects
[course organization, sched�
ule (syllabus), teaching tech�
niques (lecture, demonstra�
17010 tion, teamwork, collabora�
tive exercise, role playing,
brainstorming, simulation,
case study, questions and
answers)]

Special Teaching Subjects
[course organization, sched�
ule (syllabus), teaching tech�
niques (lecture, demonstra�
tion, teamwork, collabora�
tive exercise, role playing,
brainstorming, simulation,
case study, questions and
answers)]
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Applications of Technology
in Education
(planning – developing teach�
ing media, power point slides
17020
and video development, new
technologies in education,
finding supportive teaching
material online)

Applied Educational Technol�
ogy and Presentation tech�
niques
(planning – developing teach�
ing media, power point slides
and video development, new
technologies in education,
finding supportive teaching
material online)

17030 Presentation techniques

Lesson Plan (theory/prac�
tice)

17040

Lesson Plan (theory/prac�
Evaluation techniques
tice)

17050 Evaluation techniques

Micro-teaching Phase I: Plan�
ning

Micro-teaching Phase I: Plan�
Micro-teaching Phase II:
ning – Demonstration (best
17060
Demonstration (correct/
practices/common
mis�
wrong practices)
takes)
Micro-teaching Phase II:
Micro-teaching Phase
17070 20min presentation from
20min presentation
the trainees

III:
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General information pertinent to all “17000 series” modules
Class Size: Max: 16 and Min: 8 trainees
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Students should have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Good/3)
2/ Speaking (Fair/2)
3/ Reading (Good/3)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 3232)
b. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in Word processing and
PowerPoint Presentation.
c. Trainees are recommended to bring their own laptops
equipped with standard VGA, or HDMI output
Course Duration: The course will occur over 7 working days.
NMIOTC Resources: Minimum resources required for the com�
pletion of this course are: one classroom equipped with multimedia
capabilities including interactive board/lectures/internet access
(for syndicate work), video camera (with tripod), internet access.
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“17000 series” Module description
MODULE 17010 - Special Teaching Subjects
Description: The main objective of the module is to provide
basic knowledge of learning theories and corresponding application
in class
Additional areas covered:
1.

Course organization.

2.

Schedule (syllabus).

3. Teaching techniques (lecture, demonstration, teamwork,
collaborative exercise, role playing, brainstorming, simulation, case
study, questions and answers).
Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1.

Understand the basic learning theories.

2.

Apply learning theories in class.

3. Create a syllabus for a class that they will be teaching and
for a subject that they are experts on.
The duration of the module is 0,5 training days.
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MODULE 17020 – Applications of Technology in Education
Description: The main objective of the module is to provide
knowledge and application of technologies that are used in educa�
tion
Additional areas covered:
1.

Educational technologies used in class.

2.

Learning Management System (LMS) familiarization

3.

Basic research sources on line.

4.

Introduction to Massive Open Online Courses

5. Software for video manipulation (Camtasia Studio, Movie
Maker)
6. Software for media conversion (Any video converter, For�
mat factory)
Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1.

Use educational technologies in class.

2. Use educational technologies to prepare material that will
be resented in class.
3. Use the Learning Management System that supports the
course
4. Search for educational resources on line by using trustwor�
thy on line sources
The duration of the module is 1 training day.
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MODULE 17030- Presentation techniques
Description: The main objective of the module is to provide
techniques enabling the instructor to present material in class.
Additional areas covered:
1. Preparation of educational material to be presented in
class by using audio visuals and multimedia.
2.

Material presentation techniques.

3.

Basic body language projection and interpretation.

Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1. Prepare educational material by using audio visuals and
multimedia.
2. Present educational material by using appropriate presen�
tation techniques and body language.
The duration of the module is 1 training day.

MODULE 17040 - Lesson Plan (theory/practice)
Description: The main objective of the module is to provide
the basic skills to plan a specific lesson based on a predefined tem�
plate.
Additional area covered is the use of active and synergistic
educational techniques.
Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to:
1.

Create their own lesson plan.

2. Use their lesson plan in order to implement their training
sessions.
The duration of the module is 0.5 training days.
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MODULE 17050 - Micro-teaching Phase I: Planning – Demonstration (best practices/common mistakes) workshop
Description: The����������������������������������������
main�����������������������������������
���������������������������������������
objective�������������������������
����������������������������������
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the������������������
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module�����������
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is��������
����������
to�����
�������
pro�
����
vide the trainee with the basic knowledge required to plan a 20’
microteaching by utilizing a Lesson plan, and using trainee engage�
ment techniques, educational technology etc. During the module
best practices and common mistakes will be presented and thor�
oughly investigated.
Additional areas covered:
1.

Educational technologies used in class.

2.

Material presentation techniques.

Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to plan a
20 minute microteaching.
The duration of the module is 2 training days.

MODULE 17060 - Micro-teaching Phase II:
(correct/wrong practices)

Demonstration

Description: The main objective of the module is to provide
the trainee with the basic skills required to conduct a 20’ microte�
aching by utilizing a Lesson plan, and using trainee engagement
techniques, educational technology. This part is an application of
what is learnt in MODULE 15060. During MODULE 15060 trainees will
present an initial microteaching and correct/erroneous practices
will be demonstrated.
Additional areas covered:
1.

Educational technologies used in class.

2.

Material presentation techniques.

Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to conduct
a 20 minute microteaching
The duration of the module is 1 training day.
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MODULE 17070 - Micro-teaching Phase II: 20min presentation
Description: The main objective of the module is for the
trainees to demonstrate their microteachings for evaluation. This
is the focal point of the course. All instructed areas will be applied
to conduct the microteaching
Objectives: Upon completion students will be able to d�����
emon�
strate that they possess all skills required for an individual to trans�
form from a subject matter expert to a trainer/instructor.
The duration of the module is 2 training days (up to 8 trainees will
be presenting their microteaching per day).
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COURSE SERIES 18000: Maritime Biometrics Collection and
Tactical Forensic Site Exploitation
NATO ETOC code:
N/A
Based on lessons learned
in operations the NMIOTC has
identified a constant and
growing need for training in
Biometrics collection and Tac�
tical Forensic Site Exploitation.
This Course targets to fulfill
the aforementioned need for
enhancing training of opera�
tional officers and units in Bio�
metrics and Forensics.
The primary aim of the Course is to train military and law
enforcement personnel on biometrics collection and forensics col�
lection using electronic biometrics collection device and proper
forensic collection materials and procedures. The structure of the
course is shown below:
18010

NATO Biometrics in MIO

18011

Biometrics Collection with SEEK II device

18012

Data Handling on SEEK II device

18013

Customizing a SEEK II device

18014

Forensic Site Exploitation Overview

18015

Forensic Photography

18016

Latent Fingerprint Lifting

18017

Physical Evidence Collection

18018

Forensic DNA Sample Collection

18019

Forensic Site Exploitation Practice

18020

Biometrics and Forensics Final Exercise
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General information pertinent to all “18000 series” modules
Class Size: Max: 8 and Min: 4 trainees
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Trainees should have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Fair/2)
2/ Speaking (Good/3)
3/ Reading (Good/3)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 2332)
b. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in word processing and
Power Point Presentation.
Course Length: The course will occur over 5 working days (1
week).
NMIOTC Resources: Minimum resources required for the com�
pletion of this course are 1 classroom equipped with multimedia
capabilities including interactive board/lectures/internet access
(for syndicate work), and NMIOTC training platforms for practical
training.
Accreditation: The Course is not accredited at this time and is
open to NATO, Partnership for Peace (PfP), Mediterranean Dialogue
(MD), Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI) and Partners across the
Globe (PatG) countries.
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“18000 series” Module description
MODULE 18010 – NATO Biometrics in MIO
Description: The mod�
ule’s main objective is to pro�
vide biometrics collection
operators with the relevant
knowledge on the current
policy, procedures and trends
in the field of biometrics in
NATO.
During the module, the
trainees will gain theoretical
knowledge about:


General information and history of biometrics;

 Application of biometrics data in the Maritime Interdiction
Operations;


Biometrics collection process;



Biometrics sharing principles;



Quality requirements for biometrics collection.

Objectives: Upon completion of the course, the trainees will
be able to:
1.

Explain biometrics;

2.

Describe biometrics collection process and principles;

3.

Explain Biometrics Enabled Intelligence;

4.

Describe Biometrics Enabled Watch List;

5. List biometrics collection methods and quality require�
ments.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour.
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MODULE 18011 – Biometrics Collection with SEEK II
Description: The mod�
ule’s main objective is to pro�
vide biometrics collection
operators with the skills nec�
essary to properly collect bio�
metric data in different modes
and environments using Secure
Electronic Enrollment Kit (SEEK).

and practical knowledge about:

During the module, the
trainees will gain theoretical



Technical parameters and operational capabilities of SEEK II;



Collection of biometric data in different modes.

Objectives: Upon completion of the course, the trainees will
be able to:
1.

Describe the SEEK II device;

2. Apply correct procedures for collection of flat and rolled
fingerprints;
3.

Scan irises using SEEK II;

4. Properly collect photos of a subject in different biometrics
collection modes;
5.

Ensure quality of collected biometric data.

6. Execute search of a subject against Watch List using fin�
gerprints or iris.
The duration of the module is 4 training hours (3h of classroom
practical training and 1h of outdoor practical).
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MODULE 18012 – Data handling on a SEEK II device
Description: The module’s
main objective is to provide bio�
metrics collection operators with
the skills necessary to properly
handle biometric data using Secure
Electronic Enrollment Kit (SEEK).
During the module, the trainees
will gain theoretical and practical
knowledge about:
 Organization of biomet�
rics data on SEEK II;


Working with Watch Lists;



Deleting and adding data on SEEK II.

Objectives: Upon completion of the course, the trainees will
be able to:
1.

Describe the data handling on SEEK II;

2.

Edit existing data on SEEK II;

3.

Import/Export Watch Lists;

4.

Import/Export single enrollments;

5.

Delete data from SEEK II.

The duration of the module is 2h of classroom practical training.
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MODULE 18013 – Customization of a SEEK II device
Description: The module’s main objective is to provide bio�
metrics collection operators with the skills necessary to properly
customize Secure Electronic Enrollment Kit (SEEK) to the needs of
their mission.
During the module, the trainees will gain theoretical and prac�
tical knowledge about:
 Creating custom workspaces and modes of biometrics col�
lection;


Configuring the use different peripheral devices.

Objectives: Upon completion trainees will be able to:
1.

Modify existing workspaces on SEEK II;

2.

Create new workspace on the SEEK II device;

3.

Configure SEEK II to work with peripheral devices.

The duration of the module is 3 hours of classroom practical train�
ing.
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MODULE 18014 – Forensic Site Exploitation Overview
Description: The module’s main
objective is to provide forensic evi�
dence collection operators with the
knowledge necessary to properly
conduct tactical forensic site exploi�
tation in different modes and envi�
ronments using basic collection mate�
rials and following proper procedures.
During the module, the trainees will
gain theoretical knowledge about:


Basic terms of Tactical Forensic Site exploitation;

 Fundamental rules to be followed while conducting Tacti�
cal Forensic Site exploitation;


Collection of forensic evidence in different modes.

Objectives: Upon completion of the course, the trainees will
be able to:
1. Describe the fundamentals of the Tactical Forensic Site
exploitation;
2.

Apply correct procedures for collection of evidence;

3. Understand the tasks conducted during Tactical Forensic
Site exploitation and their sequence;
4. Understand how Forensic Site exploitation may be useful
to military operations.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour (1h of classroom theo�
retical training).
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MODULE 18015 – Forensic Photography
Description: The mod�
ule’s main objective is to pro�
vide forensic evidence col�
lection operators with the
knowledge necessary to prop�
erly conduct photographic
documentations supporting
tactical forensic site exploita�
tion in different modes and
environments using proper
photographic equipment and
following proper procedures. During the module, the trainees will
gain theoretical knowledge and practical skills in:

phy;

Basic rules and approaches to Tactical Forensic Photogra�

 Fundamental rules to be followed while collecting photo�
graphic evidence;
 Fundamental rules to be followed while conducting photo�
graphic documentation of the Tactical Forensic Site exploitation;


Creating a proper photo log.

Objectives: Upon completion of the course, the trainees will
be able to:
1. Understand basic rules and approaches to Tactical Forensic
Photography;
2. Apply correct procedures for collection of photographic
evidence;
3. Understand the tasks conducted during photographic doc�
umentation of Tactical Forensic Site exploitation;
4. Understand the standards and requirements for Tactical
Forensic Photography.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour (1h of theoretical
training and practical training on the training platform).
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MODULE 18016 – Latent Fingerprint Lifting
Description: The mod�
ule’s main objective is to pro�
vide forensic evidence collec�
tion operators with the knowl�
edge necessary to successfully
conduct basic development
and lifting of a latent finger�
print. During the module, the
trainees will gain theoretical
knowledge and practical skills in:


Basic terms of latent fingerprint collection;

 Fundamental rules to be followed while conducting finger�
print collection;
 Proper techniques used to develop, collect and documents
latent fingerprints.
Objectives: Upon completion of the course, the trainees will
be able to:
1.

Describe the fundamentals of latent fingerprint collection;

2.
prints;

Apply correct techniques for collection of latent finger�

3. Understand the tasks conducted during latent fingerprint
collection and their sequence;
4. Understand how latent fingerprints may be found and effi�
ciently collected.
The duration of the module is 2 training hours (1h of classroom the�
oretical training, 1h of practical training on the training platform).
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MODULE 18017 – Physical Evidence Collection
Description: The module’s
main objective is to provide
forensic evidence collection
operators with the knowledge
necessary to properly conduct
evidence collection support�
ing tactical forensic site ex�
ploitation in different modes
and environments using prop�
er evidence collection equip�
ment and following proper
procedures. During the module, the trainees will gain theoretical
knowledge and practical skills in:
 Basic rules and approaches to evidence collection during
Tactical Forensic Site exploitation;
 Fundamental rules to be followed while collecting physical
evidence;
 Fundamental rules to be followed while conducting evi�
dence documentation, handling and transportation;


Creating a proper evidence log.

Objectives: Upon completion of the course, the trainees will
be able to:
1. Understand basic rules and approaches to Tactical Forensic
evidence collection;
2. Apply correct procedures for collection of physical evi�
dence;
3. Understand the tasks and conducted during evidence col�
lection and their proper sequence;
4. Effectively collect, handle, and transport wet physical evi�
dence;
5. Effectively collect, handle, and transport dry physical evi�
dence.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour (1h of theoretical
training and practical training on the training platform).
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MODULE 18018 – Forensic DNA Sample Collection
Description: The module’s main objective
is to provide forensic evidence collection opera�
tors with the knowledge necessary to success�
fully conduct basic collection of different DNA
samples. During the module, the trainees will gain
theoretical knowledge and practical skills in:


Basic terms of DNA sample collection;

 Fundamental rules to be followed while conducting DNA
evidence collection;
 Proper techniques used to identify, collect and document
DNA evidence.
Objectives: Upon completion of the course, the trainees will
be able to:

ples;
ples;

1.

Describe the fundamentals of DNA evidence collection;

2.

Apply correct techniques for collection of wet DNA sam�

3.

Apply correct techniques for collection of dry DNA sam�

4. Understand the tasks conducted during DNA evidence col�
lection and their sequence;
5. Understand the procedures conducted IOT avoid DNA sam�
ple contamination;
6. Understand how latent DNA samples may be found and
efficiently collected.
The duration of the module is 1 training hour (1h of theoretical
training and practical training on the training platform).
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MODULE 18019 – Forensic Site Exploitation Practice
Description: The mod�
ule’s main objective is to
provide practical training in
application of knowledge
and skills learned in modules
18014 through 18017. During
this module the students will
be exposed to single-handed
scenarios in order to expe�
rience the Tactical Forensic
Site exploitation tasks in their
complexity and sequence. Afterwards, the students will be divided
in Tactical Forensic Site exploitation teams to conduct team sce�
narios. Within the teams students will be assigned different roles,
which will be alternated for each new scenario in order to provide
students with training in all team roles. Each single-handed and
team scenario will be assessed and summarized by the instructors.
Feedback will be provided to the students. During the module, the
trainees will practice skills in:


Tactical Forensic Site exploitation planning;

 Tactical Forensic Site exploitation safety procedures, and
task sequence;


Collection of photographic evidence;



Collection of latent fingerprints;



Collection of physical evidence;



Collection of DNA evidence;



Proper evidence documentation, handling, and transporta�

tion.

 Fundamental rules to be followed while conducting evi�
dence documentation, handling and transportation;


Creating a proper evidence log.
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Objectives: Upon completion of the course, the trainees will
be able to:
1. Understand basic rules and approaches to Tactical Forensic
Site exploitation;
2.

Apply correct procedures for collection of evidence;

3.

Apply correct procedures for documentation of evidence;

4.

Apply correct procedures for transportation of evidence;

5. Understand the tasks and conducted during Tactical Foren�
sic Site exploitation and their proper sequence.
The duration of the module is 6 training hours (3h of single-handed
scenarios, 3h of team scenarios on the training platform).

MODULE 18020 – Biometrics and Forensics Final Exercise
Description: The mod�
ule’s main objective is to eval�
uate biometrics and forensics
collection operators’ perfor�
mance in applying appropri�
ate biometrics and forensics
collection procedures during
a boarding operation, through
execution of tailored, mission
specific exercise.
NMIOTC instructors will develop a tailored, mission specific
scenario focused on biometrics collection to test the biometrics
collection operators’ ability to enroll suspect crew members and
verify their identity against existing Watch List or database as well
as conduct effective Tactical Forensic Site exploitation of a crime
scene.
The duration of the module is 6 training hours.
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COURSE 19000: CYBER SECURITY ASPECTS IN MARITIME
OPERATIONS
NATO ETOC code:
COP-CD-22104
Aim: This course provides a comprehensive knowledge to facili�
tate the understanding of the maritime cyber aspects, designed for
operational planners and staff officers from tactical, operational
level, without sufficient cyber operational background.
On completion of the Course students will be able to:
tions.

a.

Understand cyber security aspects of maritime opera�

b.

Identify cyber security threats in maritime operations

c. Apply knowledge/skills/guidance in application of
cyber resilience together with situational awareness, business con�
tinuity plan and risk management.
The target audience is the community of interest maritime
personnel functioning as Staff Officers/operational planners, from
tactical, operational NCS/NFS HQs, individual NATO Naval Forces,
members of NATO response Force (NRF), Enhanced NATO Response
Force (eNRF) without dedicated (specialized) cyber security opera�
tional background. Personnel from Joint Commands and other
related Agencies (Coast Guard, Port Police, etc.), educational and
training facilities and equivalent civilian personnel from relevant
governmnet/agencies involved in Maritime Security Operations are
also eligible to participate.
The Course will be conducted in English. Attendees should
have the following standards of proficiency in English (as described/
coded in STANAG 6001), Listening – Good (2), Speaking – Fair (3),
Reading – Good (3) and Writing – Fair (2).
This is a NATO ACT listed Course, classified as “NATO Unclas�
sified’’. NMIOTC applies security arrangements and regulations
according to NATO standards.
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COURSE SERIES“20000”: Protection of Critical Maritime Infrastructure [C(M)I]
NMIOTC
has
identi�
fied a significant and grow�
ing requirement for Energy
security, which is generally
defined as access to adequate,
affordable and reliable energy
supplies which has become a
matter of growing concern in
recent years. Most states are
far from full energy indepen�
dence, and rely on resources
located abroad, often far�
away and at regions which
experience instabilities. This
Course aims to fulfill a capabil�
ity gap and most importantly
to contribute adequately to
the knowledge of the pro�
tection of critical maritime
infrastructure and to provide
a series of planning consider�
ations to conduct joint civil/
military operations involving
C(M)I assets.
Within this context the threat of an attack targeting energy
infrastructure is real. Energy infrastructure is an attractive target
especially for terrorists, and several groups have already carried
out attacks against infrastructure on land which would lend appre�
ciation of the possibilities and likely Maritime Operations (MO) at sea
(e.g. The In-Amenas (Algeria) attack in 2013) demonstrating their
capability to conduct such attacks and indicated their potential.
This course has been developed focusing to fulfill a capability
gap and most importantly to contribute adequately to the knowl�
edge of the protection of critical maritime infrastructure and to
provide a series of planning considerations to conduct military
operations involving C(M)I assets.
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The schedule of the Course 20000 will fulfill the following
learning objectives:
a. Recognize the nature of different critical national
infrastructure assets in terms of their architecture, lay-out, opera�
tions and associated risks;
b. Identifying the differences between several energy
(oil and gas) platforms;
c. Understanding of the industry perspective on infra�
structure security, common processes and organizational struc�
tures;
d. Understanding how maritime industry security offi�
cers, interact with military counterparts and tactical teams;
e.

Understanding of the security threats to C(M)I;

f. Understanding of the risk assessment process and the
Military Estimate;
g. Understanding key planning elements including joint
operations;
h. Identifying the key elements in commanding and lead�
ing C(M)I security operations;
i. Identifying tactical limitations and challenges in mount�
ing a [C(M)I] security operation;
j. Understanding a basic method of operations and
approach to tactical planning for C(M)I operations;
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General information pertinent to all 20000 series”
Class Size: Max: 24 and Min: 8 students
Prerequisites:
a. The course is open to Officers and Senior Enlisted per�
sonnel ranging from OR-7 to OF-4 (Command Team members), as
well as equivalent civilian personnel. Law Enforcement Agencies
(Coast Guard, Border Police etc.) and other agencies and organiza�
tions related in any way to the subject of the course are also eli�
gible to participate.
b.         
Language             
proficiency:         
Students       
should     
have    
the     
fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Fair/2)
2/ Speaking (Good/3)
3/ Reading (Fair/1)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 3322)
c. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in Word processing and
Power Point Presentation.
Course Length: The course will occur over 5 working days (1
week).
NMIOTC Resources: Minimum resources required for the com�
pletion of this course are a classroom equipped with multimedia
capabilities including interactive boards/lectures/internet access
(for syndicate work), IT support and three (3) Specialist Instructors.
Accreditation: This Course has been accredited as a “NATO
LISTED” course by NATO and is open to NATO countries and Partners.
Other: The Course is focused on the protection of critical
maritime infrastructure and is classified as “NATO UNCLASSIFIED”.
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Course 21000 -Medical Combat Care in MIO
Description
The course aims to provide SOF, con�
ventional medical or non medical personnel
(i.e. boarding team) involved in support of
Maritime Interdiction Operations (MIO) with
basic knowledge and skills in delivering
medical assistance during maritime opera�
tions and in the adequate MEDEVAC/CASE�
VAC procedures to be followed in order,
for the patients/injured personnel, to be
transported to the Boarding Parties’ mothership or the nearest
medical facility in order for the patients/injured personnel
Class Size: Max: 24 and Min: 8 trainees
Prerequisites:
Language proficiency: Trainees must have the following
standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in STANAG
6001):
1/ Listening (Good/3)
2/ Speaking (Fair/2)
3/ Reading (Good/3)
4/ Writing (Fair/2) (SLP 3232)
Specific Objectives:
Students shall be able to deliver basic medical assistance by:
1. Conducting first responder/combat lifesaver procedures
(i.e. lethal bleedings, airway dysfunctions, circulation problems,
e.t.c.).
2. Enhancing their skills during battle-field conditions in sup�
port of maritime operations (low visibility, firings, combat stress).
3.

Identifying the first-aid equipment and its usage.

4.

Describing the activation of the 9-line CASEVAC procedure.

5.

Conducting basic MIO medical planning

6. Executing different types of transporting wounded/
injured personnel
Course Duration:
The course will last five working days.
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Course 22000 – Managing Insecurities in the Maritime
Environment

Description
NMIOTC continues consistently to provide enhanced training,
contributing to SACT’s education and training among with ACT’s
transformational efforts and supporting SACEUR’s current opera�
tions and missions. In this direction, the Centre supports with all its
means NATO approach to Crisis Management as it was expressed
through latest NATO’s Strategic Concept and particularly “NATO will
therefore engage, where possible and when necessary, to prevent
crises, manage crises, stabilize post-conflict situations and support
reconstruction”.
NMIOTC in accordance with Alliance’s gravity given to man�
age insecurities, instabilities and eventually crises as considered an
essential core task, provides this course in cooperation with the
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (School of Sciences –
Faculty of Geology and Geoenvironment, Postgraduate Program
“Environmental, Disaster and Crisis Management Strategies”) in
order to enhance trainees capabilities and allow them to deal with
a wide range of emerging crises in an increasingly complex, danger�
ous, even unstable at certain cases, environment.
The aim of the course is the transmission to the trainees of
basic knowledge and skills in order to understand essential defi�
nitions and discriminate them, such as disasters, crises and crisis
management in the maritime domain. Taking into account Alliance’s
direction that all crises can be prevented through diplomacy or
other appropriate measures, NMIOTC will provide all the necessary
skills and tools so that the engaged trainees, coming either from
NATO countries or partner nations, can be from the one hand proac�
tive and reactive if an upcoming crisis occurs and on the other hand
capable of conducting, participating, supporting maritime opera�
tions, article 5 or non article 5 crisis response operations (NA5CRO)
by achieving interoperability and standardization in the light of the
Alliance. Modular structure of the Course is as follows:
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Class Size:

Max: 24 and Min: 8 trainees

Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Students should have the fol�
lowing standards of proficiency in English (as described/coded in
STANAG 6001):
1/ Listening (Good/3)
2/ Speaking (Fair/2)
3/ Reading (Good/3)
4/ Writing (Fair/2)
(SLP 3232)
b. Computer skills: Basic skills in a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Operating System, as well as basic skills in Word processing and
PowerPoint Presentation.
Note: The trainee group can use its own interpreter in case
the language standards are not met. In such a case the allocated
time per module will be increased accordingly.
NMIOTC provides: Classroom equipped with multimedia capa�
bilities including interactive boards, lectures, PPT, Internet access,
NMIOTC intranet, handouts, Student guide (where applicable), train�
ing ship and any other asset that may be needed (i.e. appropriate
equipment).
Specific Objectives:
Upon competition trainees should have the needed skills and
knowledge in relevance with NATO crisis management and be able to:
1. Describe the six-Phase Crisis Management Process and the
NATO Crisis Response System (NCRS).
2. Analyze all the necessary information that a Crisis Manage�
ment Plan has to include and be capable of implementing and even
design such a plan.
3.

Adopt different leadership profiles and strategies.

4. Issue a press release, hold a press conference and generally
confront media (including social media).
5.

Develop a comprehensive SAR plan
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6. Analyze major legal concerns (e.g. use of force, detain�
ee handling etc) according to international law as part of Crisis
Response Operations.
Course Duration:
The course will last five working days.
Target audience:
NATO and partner nations’ military personnel
and/or civilians assigned to positions in relevance
to crisis management at the Alliance Headquar�
ters or at governmental departments, ministries and subordinates
sections with responsibilities and/or interests on managing crises,
insecurities and threats.
Accreditation:
This course is a pilot course, not yet accredited by NATO.
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NATO MARITIME OPERATIONS LAW SEMINAR
NATO
MARITIME
INTERDICTION
OPERATIONAL
TRAINING
CENTRE

U.S. Naval War College

CSW CoE

The “NATO Maritime Operations Law Seminar” is a one-week
course conducted on an annual basis, in the premises of NMIOTC.
The Seminar is co-organized by NMIOTC, the NATO SCHOOL
Oberammergau (NSO), the United States Naval War College (USNWC)
and the Centre of Excellence for Operations in Confined and Shal�
low Waters (CSW COE), with all four Institutions contributing with
highly experienced augmenters and subject matter experts.
The Seminar aims in providing an introduction to international
legal norms for maritime security, NATO policy and doctrine for
naval operations, and public international law.
The target audience is primarily military officers and lawyers,
civilian legal advisors to the armed forces, and other civilian attor�
neys in governmental billets.
The Seminar’s agenda include inter alia:
1.

Law of the Sea;

2.

Maritime Law Enforcement;

3.

Piracy;

4.

Maritime Interdiction & Embargo Operations;

5.

Counter-Terrorism & Counter-Proliferation Operations;

6.

Refugees & Migrants at Sea;

7.

Humanitarian Assistance & Disaster Relief Operations;

8.

Law of Naval Warfare;

9.

Maritime Operational Zones & Blockade.
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Other: The Course is focused on the protection of critical
maritime infrastructure and is classified as “NATO UNCLASSIFIED”.

NATO Maritime Operations Law Seminar
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Sniper Course
The course will be the result of an on-going cooperation with
the International Special Training Center (ISTC) aiming to provide
an annual course starting from 2018. The course will be conducted
by ISTC Sniper Section’s Instructors and it will provide participating
trainees with the opportunity to conduct sniper shooting from
moving land, maritime and airborne platforms against immobilized
and moving floating targets.
Class Size: Will be determined depending on the availability
of assets.
Prerequisites:
a. Language proficiency: Trainees should have the English
language proficiency required for the participation in ISTC Sniper
Course.
b.

Basic Sniper Training: Trainees must be sniper qualified.

c.

Rank Level: OR1-OR9, OF1-OF4

Course Duration:
The course will last ten working days.
Location:
The course will take place at firing ranges within the geo�
graphical area of Chania, Crete (Greece) and the maritime area
approaching Souda Bay.
Target Audience:
The two week course targets SOF and similar unit members
part of a trained sniper team, nations are highly encouraged to send
complete two man sniper teams with their own organic equipment
and ammunition to reach the full value of training. Students must
be a graduate of a national or international sniper course before
attending this course.

NATO MARITIME INTERDICTION OPERATIONAL TRAINING CENTRE
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MOBILE EDUCATION & TRAINING TEAMS (METTs)
Apart from the aforemen�
tioned training products, NMIOTC
has also developed Mobile Train�
ing Teams (MTTs). These teams
consist of NMIOTC’s Sea Trainers
and Instructors (STIs) and can be
deployable worldwide. Their mis�
sion is to provide on the spot
training, addressing the specific
host-country MIO related require�
ments. The full spectrum of the theoretical training modules can
be delivered, while modules related to practical training are being
modified, due to training teams’ equipment transportation limita�
tions.

TRANSFORMATION
In addition to the ACT accredited courses, NMIOTC runs a vari�
ety of activities to contribute to ACT Transformation process in
the area of Maritime Security and MIO:
Conferences, Workshops and Seminars (NMIOTC Annual Con�
ference, ATP-71 Doctrine Development Workshop, Counter prolif�
eration of Weapons of Mass Destruction in MIO Seminar etc.).
•

• Experimentation programs, offering infrastructure, assets
and expertise as Subject Matter Expert in MIO (cooperation with
NPS Monterey, ACT Capability Development, Academia)
• Exchange of information, and in particular Lessons Learned
and Best Practices, with Component Commanders and Commanders
at sea, which is a highly important element that help the Centre
to fine tune training program and assist the ACT in its Transforma�
tional goals.

For additional information, visit www.nmiotc.nato.int or call
TS Directorate +302821085713.
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FINANCIAL ASPECTS
The Hellenic Republic as the Framework Nation (FN) provides
the NMIOTC facilities/infrastructure and covers the operating and
maintenance costs (O&M).
The NMIOTC will request reimbursement from its users only
for the cost related to their participation in the NMIOTC’s activities
and training. Such cost does not include the expenses for the oper�
ation and maintenance of the NMIOTC and is determined in accor�
dance with the principles set out in STANAG 6025 (Principles and
procedures for the conduct and financing of training assistance).
It includes only the additional cost incurred by the trainees (incre�
mental cost) as a result and due to the requirements of the training
provided by NMIOTC. More details in accordance with NMIOTC Direc�
tive 60-1, which defines the fees for training provided by NMIOTC,
as well as the respective payment ways and procedures.
More information can be found on www.nmiotc.nato.int
under Training Cost.

NATO MARITIME INTERDICTION OPERATIONAL TRAINING CENTRE
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LOCAL ATTRACTIONS - ACCOMMODATION
The city of Chania lies
at the east end of the Gulf
of Chania, a wide embayment
between the Akrotiri penin�
sula in the east and the Spatha
peninsula in the west. Kastelli
Hill is a prominent landform
within the city, and it was the
centre of the ancient city of
Kydonia. Some prominent land�
marks include:
•

Europe)

Old Harbour - Chania

The Samaria Gorge National Park (the longest gorge in

•

The Fort Firca (early 17th century).

•

The Venetian Shipyards (“Neoria”, late 16th century).

•

The Greek Orthodox cathedral (“Trimartyri”, 1860).

•

The Lighthouse (“Faros”, 15th century).

•

The Kasteli Archaeological Area “Kanevaro” (Minoan).

•

The former Santa Maria de Miracoli Monastery (1615).

•

The Dominican Monastery of St. Nicholas.

•

The Etz Hayyim Synagogue.

•

The Mosque of the Janissaries (“Yiali Tzamissi”, 17th century).

•

The Roman Catholic cathedral (1879).

   
The           
Franciscan          
Monastery   
of    
St.        
Francis     
(now             
archaeologi�
cal museum).
•

•

The Maritime Museum of Crete.
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Climate
The city enjoys a typical Mediter�
ranean climate with sunny dry summers
and mild rainy winters. During the peri�
od between April to October, clear sky
weather is almost an everyday feature.
Accommodation
Depending on vacancies, visiting per�
sonnel can be accommodated either in
the Naval Base Officers Club in Souda or
the adjacent NAMFI (NATO Missile Firing
Installations) facilities. Generally, lodging is
available in the area throughout the year Samaria Gorge, the longest
gorge in Europe with 18 km.
(www.namfi.gr).
Medical Care
First aid and emergency medical support is offered by NMIOTC’s
paramedic personnel as well as by Naval Hospital of Crete, which
also provides hyperbaric chamber services. However, for every
other situation, medical expenses must be paid by the users or their
insurance agencies. All users are advised to have appropriate medi�
cal care insurance. In addition to the Naval Hospital of Crete, located
at close reach on Souda Bay, the Prefecture’s Hospital of Chania can
cover the whole range of emergency medical requirements.
Transportation
Transportation from and to the city
centre is provided by NMIOTC.
NMIOTC’s MWR Office
A Moral, Welfare & Recreation Office
is offering relevant services to the trainees
and visitors.
Technical Support

Balos beach & lagoon.

Technical assistance can be provided to visiting naval units by
the Souda Naval Base. Workshops for all sorts of repairs are avail�
able, along with one dry dock and several floating docks of various
sizes.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Address:
NMIOTC/KENAΠ
Souda Bay
73200 Chania
Crete, Hellas
Phone Numbers:
E&T Director:

+30-28210-85726 (commercial)
498-5726 (NCN)

Admin Office:

+30-28210-85710 (commercial)
498-5710 (NCN)

Duty Officer (24/7): +30-28210-85731 (commercial)
498-5731 (NCN)
+30 694 715 9634 (Cell phone)
Fax: +30-28210-85702 (commercial)
Website:
NU-WAN, Internet: http://www.nmiotc.nato.int
NS-WAN: NATO Top home page  NMIOTC
http://www.nmiotc.nato.int
Email: Studentadmin@nmiotc.nato.int
nmiotc_studentadmin@navy.mil.gr
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NMIOTC/KENAΠ
Souda Bay
732 00 Chania
Crete, Hellas
Phone: +30 28210 85710
Email: studentadmin@nmiotc.nato.int
nmiotc_studentadmin@navy.mil.gr
Webpage: www.nmiotc.nato.int

